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Senate wants a
guarantee on all
MUB· renovations
ITV to go on-line by next fall
By Katelyn Randall
News Reporter
The Student Senate passed a
bill, Sunday night, which recom. mends that the Memorial Union
Building (MUB) Board of Governors ask that all renovations in the
MUB basement take place at the
same time, and that no renovations play second fiddle to the
proposed Interactive Television
(ITV) studio to be built there.
The bill states that all renovations in the MUB must be completed at the same time and that
the ITV studio may not become
operational until the entire project
is completed. The bill goes on to
say that money used for renovations will not be derived from the
MUB fee.
The ITV studio will allow
people hundreds of miles away to
talk to each other through a television set, rather than through a telephone. J. Gregg Sanborn, dean of
Student Affairs said the University plans to telecommunicate

classes between the UNH at
Manchester and UNH at Durham
within the next year. Other tentative plans for the MUB basement
entail an entertainment area, a
large computer cluster, student
offices and mailboxes.
According to Barbara
Montgomery, associate vice presi-

dent for Academic Affairs, the
system should be linked between
UNH and UNH at Manchester on
a limited basis by the fall. Four
classes are expected to be taught
through ITV next semester.
Montgomery said it will take up
to two years for the full system to
be running at UNH and up to ten
years for the system to be in place
at Keene State College, Plymouth
State College and other sites.
"Student Senate doesn't sup- .
port ITV," said Senator Kim Varney. According to Varney, the
project is too costly to make sense The Student Senate, led by Student Body President Brian McCabe and Vice President Ann Marie Elek,
while UNH faces current economic is dissatisfied with the Interactive Television studio ro osal. (Mike Pamham hoto)
difficulties.
According to Varney, reasons
for dissatisfaction with the ITV
proposal ranged from the UNH
administration's tactic of railroading ITV into the MUB at the last
minute without student input, to
the fact that the benefits of ITV are
questionable.
"We had the protest last
semester and I thought things
would get better. Now, I see. This
is another example of them (administrators) pulling something
out of the air, they've done this so
many times and who's fault is it?
Everyone is just passing the buck,"
said Varney.
please see MUB, page 18

Pro-war and peace
rallies clash at KSC
Local police stationed in downtown Keene as a precaution
By Colleen Murphy
News Reporter
For the past three Saturdays,
downtownKeenehasbeenthesite
of repeated clashes between peace
and pro-war demonstrators, most
ofwhomeitherbelongtotheKeene
State College and community's
anti-war group, Citizen's Response, or are individual pro-war
activists within the area.
Although none of the clashes·
have involved violenceir state and
local police have been stationed at
the square in downtown Keene
during the past few weeks as a
"precautionary measure," accordingtoCapt. Lawrence Smith of the
Keene Police Dept.

Citizen's Response held organized vigils at the square before
the war began and has held them
every Saturday afternoon since
then. According to Laird Christensen, an active member of

Citizen's Response, the group has
been approached and challenged
during its rallies by supporters of
the war, none of whom belong to
any unified group.
"There have been attempts at
intimidation (on the part of the
war's supporters)," said ·christensen. He termed the situation a
"war of words," rather than one of
violence.
According to Christensen, a
rally held on Jan.19 was by far the
most tense one yet, due mostly to
thelargeturnoutofpeopleonboth .
sides.Morethan300anti-warand
200 pro-war demonstrators came
out for the rally.
"There was no violence, due
to the presence of a lot of state
police, but there were a lot of verbalassaults,a fewapproachesand
jabs," he said.
please see KSC, page 18
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MIDDLE EAST UPDATE
The War In Brief. ....
Friday, Feb. 8
• Pentagon announced that there are no current plans to rotate
troops while fighting is underway. Apparently convinced that
the war will be over by this summer, officials said they won't
bring in replacements for the 500,000 troops in the gulf.
• U.S. Secretary of State James Baker said that the treatment of
Iraq after the war would depend on whether Saddam Hussein
stayed in power.
• The Bush administration reacted strongly to Jordan's King
Hussein's criticism o·f the allies by saying the U.S. would review
whether to continue economic aid to Jordan.
• France's Mitterrand predicted the allies would launch a ground
attack against Iraq this month. The commander of British forces
described a land war as inevitable.

Saturday, Feb. 9
• Defense Secretary Cheney visited troops in Saudi Arabia
telling them that ground and amphibious assaults were needed
to flush out Iraqi troops and expose them to further air attacks.
• Bad weather has disrupted the raids on Iraq and Kuwait, a .
senior Air Force officer said. Pilots have canceled more than half
of their daily bombing raids , pushing the air campaign a week
behind schedule.
• The World Health Organization and Unicef have asked the
Gulf War allies to guarantee safe passage through eastern Iraq
for a convoy carrying medicine from Iran to women and children in Iraq and Kuwait.
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available for

Sunday, Feb. 10
• Soviet President Gorbachev warned that the Gulf War was
threatening to go beyond mandates set by the U .N. He also said
he was sending an envoy to Baghdad to appeal to President
Hussein to end the war.
• The American plan for a ground war is based on a tactic called
"air-land" battle, a highly-coordinated strategy developed in
the 1970's as a defense against a hypothetical Soyiet invasion of
Western Europe.
• A Syrian newspaper issued an attack on Saddam Hussein ,
urging the Iraqi people to "liquidate him in cold blood" to spare
·
Iraq a "horrible massacre."

Monday, Feb. 11
• Iraq continued to launch scud missiles at Israel raising the total
of attacks on the nation to 32. Israeli officials in Washington for
meetings with President Bush said the Israeli reluctance to
retaliation is under constant review.
• Saddam Hussein issued a broadcast on Baghdad radio claiming he would call for no seize fire until Iraq had won the war
totally. The Iraqi leader also congratulated his people on their
patience.
• Leaders in Iran and the U.S.S.R. condemned Hussein for his
reluctance to consider talks that might bring the Gulf War to an
end.
• Jordan's King Hussein said he was hurt that the U.S. had misinterpreted his recent comments on the war as pro-Baghdad,
and denied claims that his country is a pipeline for weapons into
Iraq.

Return tq Jim Batty or
Corinne Moore to the
Student Senate Office by
February 15.
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Any Questions?
Call 862-1494.
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Gordo n calls the
war flawe d but
worth winni ng
First in a series of faculty lectures

Allied forces shell Iraqi forces from battleships stationed in the Gulf. (AP photo)

Credit course on war create d
becaus e of Persia n Gulf War
By Jennifer Stanley
interested students, said Fuld. This emotional."
Pelczarski described a class
News Reporter
year, because of the Gulf War, it
a student voiced such prowhen
stuUNH
help
to
In an effort
drew 125.
opposition to U.S. actions
found
dents learn more about the Per"It's the ideal general educasian Gulf War, two UNH psychol- tion course, because it is interdis- in the Gulf war that other students
in the class started screaming and
ogy professors revamped INCO ciplinary," said Fuld.
401, a class that used to deal with
"War is a particularly pro- cheering.
In her last class, Pekzarski
nuclear war, into a class that deals found event that influences life
students were shown films
said
with war in general.
and death. It requires a great deal
information on
videotaped
and
"In light of the Gulf War, we of thoughtthatweordina rilydon't
government
U.S.
the
much
how
realize
finally
will
people
hope
give it," said Fuld.
and media sources censor
how important the study
war coverage. "You hear
of war and peace is and
people who were
from
how important it is that
"It's
there. You hear first-hand
such a program of study be
inexperience from people
established at UNH," said
who show the real truth
INCO 401 co-coordinator
and how much gets covDr. KennethFuld.
Lisa Pelczarski, UNH senior
ered up," said Pelczarski.
Fuld and Dr. John
Pekzarski also
Nevin coordinated all
Fuld and
professors
said
changes made in the class.
"The class is really intense,"
As a result of their changes, 13 said UNH senior Lisa Pelczarski. Nevin appear to be "very slanted
D r .
UNH professors from various de- "People get really angry at what against the war."
partments tag-teach the class. Fuld other students say supporting the Andrew Christie, a UNH philosophy professor·who gave an INCO
and Nevin set the class so that war."
lectureentitled "Philosophies
401
each professor takes turns giving
Pelczarski described the class
lectures, which meet in room four as having "a lot of anti-war senti- of Just War," felt that being unbiof Horton Hall. The size of the ment" and "really in-depth" class ased is "to be almost inhuman."
class is one of the things that Fuld discussion. "It's more than just a According to Christie, the indisaid he thinks is important. In the war class," said Pekzarski. "Stupast, the class only drew about 40 dents get really involved, really
please see CLASS, page 16

more than just a war
class, students get really
volved, really emotional."

build Iraq after the war.
By Winifred Walsh
No one should condone the
Staff Reporter
A University of New Hamp- Iraqi takeover of Kuwait because
shire political science professor other countries will not hesitate to
called President Bush's policy in try similar measures if they beIraq "flawed from the outset," but lieve they will not be interfered
said now that the United States is with, said Gordon.
According to Gordon, the
in the war we should do our best
United States will gain trust from
to win.
"The war could have been the Arab states if it wins the war
avoided," said Bernard Gordon, a with Iraq. "We will have demonUNH political science professor strated that we will use blood,
who spoke at the war discussion money and arms to stand by an
in the Memorial Union Building Arab state when it is in need," said
yesterday. "I think Bush recog- Gordon.
If the war effort against Iraq is
·
nizes this now."
Gordon supported the sane- , successful, said Gordon, it will also
tions originally placed on Iraq ' show that the United Nations can
when it invaded Kuwait in Au- work.
Gordon said Kuwait's govgust. "Once the decision was made
to help Kuwait, it seemed to me ernment, while it is not open and
Bush was on solid ground when pluralistic, is not the worst of its
he called for sanctions," said Gor- kind. However, said Gordon, the
United States will be speaking out
don.
Although sanctions have not for democracy in Kuwait if we
been especially effective in the win the war.
U.S. policy concerning the
past, Gordon said they could have
worked with Iraq because the Iraqi dispute with Kuwait has not
country is small and has a limited always been one that has been
amount of resources within the completely behind the defense of
Kuwait as it is now.
country.
According to Gordon, Bush
"In no way am I endorsing
this war, but now that we are in was warned of the Iraqi invasion
the midst of war we have to do our of Kuwait beforehand but chose
to ignore the officials who inbest to prevail."
"End it, make sure it can't formed him. Gordon also said
happen again and make sure that an important U.S. official told Hussein is not in power. The goal Hussein onjuly25 that the United
isn't to destroy Iraq. It's to elimi- States takes no position on Iraqi
nate a bad-news guy. Hussein border disputes with Kuwait.
"The U.S. does not have a
won't have the political support to
remain in power after the war. We good record, in many cases, of
have to win and prevail," said understanding where things are
going. We end up being hit after
Gordon. _
"You don't always have to we realize what has really been
strive for the ideal," said Gordon, going on," said Gordon of the U.S.
indicating that the United States government's foresight in foreign
should not feel it has ta help re- policy.

Campu s recycl ing
is just hunky dory
Recycling predicted to save $24,000 by 1992

------------------------------------

Applications must be returned by

Friday, February 15th, at 4:00 p.m

has taken this long to get it started.

tipping fee for the fiscal year 1992

to the MUB Board of Governor's Office "Recycling seems to be more of an
attitude than anything else. People
mailbox in room 322 of the MUB
. are concerned about recycling but
often don't carry out those con-

of the incinerator for 'all waste
without recycling would be

ATTENTION!

Applications are available at
the Student Activities Office,
room 126, MUB.*

fl
plan not drawn to scale

cerns. The recycling program is
helping those who aren't familiar
with recycling," said Wimpenny.
UNH sophomore Pam Thompson said, "More people than
in the past are recycling. The recycling containers in the dorms make
it a lot easier for students to recycle."
What a lot of students do not
realize is that not only is it good
for the environment, but the new
recycling program could even save
the University money. However,
Timmons said the recycling program will not save the University
any money until after the first five
months. "The money for the recycling program is now coming from
the refuge fund. The program is
set up for cost-reduction; saving
money by recycling. The projected

By Fiona Strater
News Reporter
A cam pus wide recycling program has been started by University of New Hampshire faculty,
students and staff this semester,
marking the first united effort for
recycling at UNH.
Dirk Timmons, one of the
planners for the recycling program, works with faculty and
students to promote the campuswide program. Timmons said
the main objective of the program
right now is to educate people
about recycling. "Student reactions so far have been very positive," said Timmons.
UNH freshman Kirsten
Wimpenny believes the recycling
program is being received well on
campus, but she can't believe it

~-------------------------------~---

please see RECYCLE, page 16
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Parent Univ:e:rsity
UNH Dining has budget problems beckons.fo]ksto take
classes for a weekend

By Gary DelVecchio
News Reporter
Managers of the Huddleston
· and Philbrook dining halls were
not aware they had financial
problems until winter break began, when they found they had
exceeded the limit on their first
semester budgets.
According to Ingeborg Lock,
director of UNH Dining Services,
the mid-year figures were not the
figures they had expected to see
when they reviewed .
"We had to reign in on some
of those things we could handle,"
she said. What they reigned in on
was student labor.
At Philbrook Dining Hall,
manager Terry Swan had to cut
140 hours per week overall from
his students' schedules. At Huddleston, manager Clarence Garnett had to fire workers who were
not "coming up to standards."
Swan attributed labor problems as the cause of his difficulties. Last semester, he had too
many workers working too many
hours, he said, adding that workers at the dining halls are split
into two types of labor: contract
and hourly.
One of Swan's workers
under contract labor was out on a
paid disability leave last semester. Swan said he had to hire
someone to replace that position.
He was paying two people to do
the same job, he said. This and
other labor problems caused
Swan to spend about $11,000
more than he should have. As a
resuit, Swan is trying to cut spending by trimming students' hours.
Swan said he was reluctant

to fire students because Philbrook
"needs good service, and we have
no intentions of cutting service."
Instead of firing students, Swan's
solution was to "trim a little bit of
fat off each schedule." Another
reason Swan has not laid any stu- ·
dents off is that, ironically, he still
has some weekend positions open.
The budget for the dining
halls is an annual one, but Christmas break allows for a mid-year
tally, he said, adding that if things
are done correctly, the amount of
money spent in the first semester
and the amount of money left for

:~::.econd semester should be
But, things do not always
work out perfectly.
Lock said he sees the budget
problems as being part of a bigger
picture. When asked about specifics concerning the dismissals
and hourly-labor cuts, Lock said,
"We've got to think of this as a
business and run it that way. We
can't run a welfare service for
students."
Lock also cited the recession
and rising energy costs as having
some effect on the problem.

By Bob Durling
News Reporter
Take the whole ~ollege experience and subtract papers, tests,
quizzes and homework. Shorten
the class week to, oh, about two
days. Eliminate the .crazed drink..
ing and the random sexual encounters. Add huge mounds of
incredible food that far surpass
anything . the dining hall chefs
could even dream ot Make all the
teachers for those two . days of
classes amazing, thebest in their
fields, full of energy, vim, vigor
and more vim. .
Then, for the final ingredient,
add some old, doddering, dazed
people who drive ~uch nicer cars
t}:_l,m you: your· par~nts.
·· •. ·The resulting goop will eventually coalesce into Parent University, a new program for university ofNew Hampshire pare1.1-ts that's taking <place .o n two
.~eekends this spring.
. .. "Is -that one of.those stupid
thirigs for your parents to get involved in your >college · career?"
:~~i{one UN.H juni~r' response
uport hearing of the program.
Well, th~goafof the program
..
is, acrnrding to a.Jrieinorandum
mailed to UNH depc;trtment chairs,
develop positive relationships
~ith the UNH parent constituency
and showcase >the Vniversity's
~x~ellent facqlty and programs."
Itwill achieve those goals, so
:
the plan goes. bv allowimrnarents
to attend three<· classes . on . the
weekends of March 9 and 10 or
April 13 and 14... Parents will be

s
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able to choose between two different classes for each of the three
available periods on those weekends, with all classes taught by
recent winners of the UNH
Teaching Excellence Award. The
rest of the parents' time can be
spent dining on New England
Center food, relaxing in New
Englanq Center accommodations, walking the endless New
England Center hallways (yes,
the whole deal is being held at
the New England Center) or,
most importantly, spending time
frolicking with their offspring .
The cost of Parent University is
$160 per person.
Rebecca Quinlan, associate
program director of the, New
England Center, came up _w ith
the jdea for the program last
spring with Sue Smith, director
of the Parents' Fund/ Universjty Foundation. "We think it's a
very unique approach to working with parents," said Quinlan.
Many colleges have Parents'
Weekends, but UNH is among
the first in developing a program like this, one that can actually be a learning experience for
parents, she said.
A brochure detailing Parent University was mailed to
9,502 parents of UNH students
in January. Quinlan said responses have started to come in,
but she does not know how many
resoonses she will eventuallv
4

~

please see RESEARCH, page 10
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Problems in Lithuania
Escalate

Palestinians Return to
Jobs in Israel

The Soviet Union's recent problems with Lithuania expanded over the weekend as the republic voted
in a plebiscite, affirming the nation's declaration of independence. The vote took place after Gorbachev had
already declared it invalid. Currently, Lithuanians are
on the lookout for Soviet troop movements that could
lead to more blood and turmoil to the already unstable
republic. The Soviet army had told Baltic leaders of
plans to begin maneuvers but Lithuanians said they
didn't detect military activity.

About 1500 Palestinians returned to their jobs in Israel
as the army permitted Arab workers to leave the West Bank
and Gaza Strip for the first time since the Persian Gulf war
started. A military source said the army issued about 5%
of those who had been working in Israel prior to the war.
The decision was based on reduced violent activity in the
area along with continued requests from Palestinians to be
allowed to return to their livelihoods.

Weekend Crackdown
in South Africa
Arrests 11.,000
South African police conducted a weekend sweep,
arresting 11,000 people who were charged with crimes
ranging from murder to theft. The African National
Congress questioned the motives for the arrest~, contending they seemed to be aimed more a:t publicity than
crime prevention. The ANC also questioned whether
the arrests were racially inclined by demanding a racial
tally of those held.

Bombs in Virginia
Linked to Insurance
Fraud
I

Officials arrested three men Saturday and ,charged
them with trying to bomb two chemical storag~' tanks in
Norfolk, VA, in a plot to collect insurance m9hey. The
discovery of the bombs last Monday was originally suspected as an act of terrorism due to the tanks proximity to
America's largest naval base in Norfolk.

Banking Industry at an
All-time ·Low
The banking industry had one of its worst years in
1990, according toa survey. Earnings plunged and problem loans hit a post World War II high. The Savings and
Loan debacle along with overzealous banks led to reduced consumer confidence and the overall image of the
industry. The federal insurance fund, FDIC, has reported
needs for added reserves in order to remain solvent after
failed thrifts such as the Bank of New England taxes
resources.

Terrorists Attack
Residence of Britain's
Prime Minister
The Irish Republican Army claimed responsibility
for an attack against No. 10 Downing Street, which shattered windows and forced Prime Minister John Major to
move a cabinet war meeting. The prime minister denounced the attack as a "deliberate attempt to kill the
cabinet," but no officials were hurt. The attack, launched
from an abandoned van marked an embarrassing security lapse for the U.K. government, which has been on
heightened alert since calls for terrorism from Baghdad
began. The attack was the first time the IRA struck so
close since an attempt on Margaret Thatcher in 1984.
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ALENDAR-------------FEBRUARY 12-16 .
Winter Carnival - "Fire-and Ice?" Coffeehouse, Boston corned ians, Valentine's Day Breakfast in Bed,
Skating Party, movie "Ghost," Torch Run, basketball & hockey games, snow volleyball, snow
sculpture contest, sledding, X-country skiing, ice-skating. Information: Campus Activities Board,
862-3613.

TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 12
Last day for completing applicatiol}s for 1991 summer TA fellowships
BLOOD DRIVE - Granite State Room, MUB, noon to 5 p.m.
FRENCH FILM - "Mon Oncle Antoine." Room 110, M~rkland, 7 p.m., $1.
FILM/DISCUSSION - ''Racism 101." Racism on college campuses. Lord Hall, 7 p.m.
ACTIVITIES - "Take the Physical Challenge:" experiential activities illustratingthe challenges of
differently-abled individuals. Congreve Hall, 9 p.m.
··
·

WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 13
BLOOD DRIVE - Granite State Room, MUB, noon to 5 p.m.
LECTURE & DISCUSSION - "Economic Aspects of the Persian Gulf War," Prof. Richard England,
Economics Dept. Hillsborough Room, MUB, 12:10 to 1:30 p.m. Information: Student Affairs: 2268
FILM - ''The Color Purple." Senate/Merrimack Room, MUB, 3:30-6:30 p.m.
·:{:::

Students For Choice office, located in the MUB (Ed Sawyer photo)

Students for
choice try to
:niake change
by and talk and show their support," Grob· said. SFC members
keep literature at the table so students can read up on pro-choice
issues, she added.
SFC expects 500 to 700 people
to show up for the concert, entitled "Musicians for Choice."
They will be holding a bake sale at
the concert and the benefits will
go to the Feminist Health Center,
said Grob.
Nye said SFC is
looking into a
program to pro"Students for Choice is an organi- vide "transportation for mization that works to preserve the nors" to abortions, pre-natal
freedom of choice for everyone."
care and contraceptive counselJennifer Nye
ing.
SFC Spokesperson
Both Grob and
Nye volunteer
for NARAL,
the MUB on Mondays, is helping write letters to legislators, make ·
plan an SFC sponsored concert at phone calls and attend House and
the end of this month and is plan- Senate hearings where abortion
issues are being discussed.
ning a walk-a-thon this spring.
Grob said SFC conducted a
All of the proceeds will be
turned over to the Feminist Health survey on campus and found that
Center in Portsmouth and the 80 percent of the student body is
National Abortion Rights Action pro-choice. Grob said, "People are
pro-choice, but do nothing about
League said Grob.
SFC Spokesperson Jennifer it."
Nye said they are "not proNye said, "Students for Choice is
an organization that works to abortion," but believe in the "freeBy Deanna Dumam
News Reporter
Bethany Grob went to one of
Gov. Judd Gregg's meetings prepared. She wore a bright yellow
CHOICE sticker on her shirt and
glared at him throughout the
conference.
Grob, president of Students
For Choice (SFC), does more toward Gregg than just stare. She
helps organize SFC bake sales in

preserve the freedom of choice for dom of choice for everyone." She
everyone."
Grob said, ''fhe bake sales
show people we are here." "Students that are not active can stop

said people "don't know the effects (of pregnancy) until it happens to someone close to you, or
you."

•·

FRENCH FILM-" Mon Oncle Antoine." Room 110, Murkland, 4:30 P·!l'·
WINTER CARNIVAL -Alpha Gamma Rho Torch Run, to raise money for leukemia. T-Hall lawn in
front of flag pole, 6 p.m. Donation information: Jeff, 742-7893
FILM SEMINAR- Film and discussion of Peace Corps opportunities. Room 211, James Hall, 7 p.m.
WOMEN'S BASKETBALL - vs. Vermont. Field House, 7 p.m.
FACULTY CONCERT SERIES - Postponed

THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 14
BLOOD DRIVE - Granite State Room, MUB, noon to 5 p.m.
LECTURE & DISCUSSION - "The Gulf Crisis and Our Responses," Prof. John Voll, History Dept.
Sponsored by Residential Programs and Campu~Ministries. MerrimackRoor1, MU~, 12:30to 2 p.m.
SPEAK OUT - "Diversity and the UNH Curriculum." Strafford Room, MUB, 12:J.0 - 2 p.m.
._ .

.
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PSYCHOLOGY COLLOQUIUM - "Preparing Psychology Graduate Studentsto Become Professors," Peter Fernald and Victor Benassi, Psychology. Room 101, Conant, 3:45 P.·:m.
COLLOQUIQUM - Randolph Chapman. Sponsored by Dept. of Earth Sciences. Room 119, James,·
4 p.m. Information: 1718.
MUSO FILM- "Ghost." Strafford Room, MUB, 5, 7:30 and 10 p.m.
LECTURE - ''The Idea of 'Market Economy' In Germany and the U.S. - A Comparison." Dr. Klaus
Lederer, President of Harris Graphics. Discussion after talk. Room 206, McConnell, 7:15 p.m.
Information: Prof. Komoser, 1778.
"You, Me and Spike Lee." (racism). Fairchild Main Lounge, 7:30 p.m.

FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 15
FINANCIAL AID PRIORITY DEADLINE
Last day to file Intent- to- Graduate form for May 1991 graduate without late fee.
Last day for completing application for admission to graduate study for Semester I, 1991-92, to
insure consideration for financial assistance for 1991-92 academic year.
BLOOD DRIVE - Granite State Room, MUB, noon to 5 p.m.
MEN'S ICE HOCKEY - vs. Providence. Snively Arena, 7 p.m.
CELEBRITY SERIES-Emanuel Ax, piano.Johnson Theater, 8 p.m. Tickets at MUBTicket Office,8622290.

To submit infonnation stop in the MUB Administration Office,
Room 322 for forms and details.

,•
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Do you think turning Engelhard t into a c~emical free
dorm is a good idea?

Robin Lindblad
Freshman
Economics

Rusty Kendall
Senior
English
"No, it's not a good idea. They
probably won't be able to fill it. I
live there right now and most
people are leaving."

"It's definitely a cool idea. People
who don't want to party will have
a place to live."

"No I don't .. I think a lot of people
who don't drink have friends who
do and they would be separated.
There wouldn't be a lot of willing
inhabitants."
Aleece Germano
Sophomore
French/International Affairs

Dave Allen
Freshman
Business Administration

Kim Anastasiou
Freshman
Political Science

ks. It will give people a quiet
place ~o live in a chemical free
environment."

"I feel bad for the people who live
there now and can't live there next
year."

"I think it is a waste. UNH is supposed to be chemical free for
people under 21 anyway."
Guy Bertsch
Senior
Business Administration

Dan Burger
Senior
Political Science

Heather Finkle
Junior
Zoology

"It is a good idea. If people think
strongly enough about not drinking, they should have a place to
live."

'There is no way it is going to stay
chemical free."
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UNH professor receives $15
million from National
Institute to study child care
By Lynda Marshall
News Reporter

A University of New Hampshire psychology professor recently received a $15 million grant
to study whether child care is good
for a child or whether one parent
should stay at home with a child
during the first few years of development.
Kathleen McCartney received
the grant from the National Institute of Child Health and Human
Development, a division of the
National Institute of Health.
McCartney and her partner Nancy
Marshall, a Wellesley College researcher, will examine the abilities of children to deal with child
care, the conditions children are
placed in child care and the problems that might possibly arise for
them and their families. The study
will take place at Wellesley College and is expected to last five
years.
McCartney and Marshall are
currently randomly choosing their
subjects. The 120 infants are being
selected from hospitals in Newton, Wellesley, Winchester and
Malden, Mass., because of
Marshall's previous work there.
There will be 1,200 infants involved with thestudynationwide.
Because they are randomly selected, it is not known how many
of the infants will be attending
child care. McCartney said "probably most will go to day-care," but

some will have baby sitters, and
others will stay at home with their
families.
This study is not just a study
of criteria for child care but also of
what type of children can benefit
from child care. The controversy
over whether one parent, particularly the mother, should stay at
home with the child will try to be
resolved through this study.
McCartney says this study is
unlikeanyother since the researchers do not have any control over
their subjects. They can only report on their observations from
the families.
McCartney says it is a "little
unusual" fora study like this to be
given such a large grant because
previous studies similar to this
were much smaller in size.
During the study, McCartney
and Marshall will travel monthly
to Washington,D.C. to confer with
their partners about the progress
of the study.
The study began in 1988.
News of the funding opportunity
was sent to McCartney, and she
was immediately interested. She
wrote her grant proposal, and
McCartneysaiditwas "apparently
well liked by the board." She was
chosen to participate in the study
on the baS'is of her proposal.
Thestudyisa "wonderful opportunity," both personally and
professionally, said McCartney.

ACADEMIC
SUMMER UNDERGRADUATE RESEARCH FELLOWSHIP: SURF grants enable undergraduates to
spend nine weeks full time during the summer on a research project. Student receives 52,000; faculty
collaborator receives $400. A 3.2 CPA required to apply. Deadline is March 15. Applications at UROP
Office, Room 209, Hood House.
UROPUNDERCRADUATE RESEARCH AWARDS: Students who wish to pursue a research project and
receive a stipened or support to defray research expenses should contact Undergraduate Research
Opportunities Program (UROP), Room 209, Hood House for info and applications. Deadline is March
15.

GENERAL
PERSIAN GULF WAR MEMORIAL ROOM: The' Memorial Room at the MUB is now open for quiet
reflection. There will be a banner so any members of the community may write the names of individuals
who are currently in the Gulf.
1
1,
)

PERSIAN GULF WAR BROWN BAG MEETINGS: Sponsored by Counseling Center. Drop in, noon to
1 p.m. in Febrnary. Wednesdays for individuals who have friends/family members in the Gulf War.
Mondays and Thursdays: Counseling Center, Schofield 1ousc. Mondays: Notch Room, MUI3. Open to
faculty, staff& students. lnformati~n: 862-2090.
··
·
.,; .
· .· · .
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PERSIAN GULF WAR PROCESS GROUPS: Provide opportunities for members ~f the community to
watch national news and then discuss feelings about current events in the Pcrsian.C:ulf War. Tuesdays
and Thursdays: TV Lounge, MUB followed by discussion in Student Activities Office(News at 6:30; .
discussion 7-8 p.m.). Wednesdays: Fraternities and Sororities, (News at 6:30; dis~ussion 7-8 p.m.).
PERSIAN GULFWARVJGILFORPEACE: Every Wednesday at noon at theT-Hall flagpole until the war :
is over. Members of the community are invited.
SPANISH "HORA DE CAFE": Informal coffee hour for students, faculty, native speakers and guests.
Wednesday, February 13, Room 209, Murkland Hall, 3-4 p.m.
DISCUSSIQN GROUP: For gay menand 'Women questioning their sexuality.Wedne~d~ys,c;=on(erense
Room #2.91A; Health Se,ryices, iJ:30'.'"8 p'.m~
.
.· . .. .. . . . . ...·.·. . . . .. ... . .

Junior raffle gives '!~~~:iti~l~~:;tJ~~~~i~Zrii{;l~ti~~·~~;:;t(;~~il~gf~f~t;I![I /
away free tuifion
Class of'92 raises money for their Senior Week

By Mark Dagostino
"It's been met with great favor,"
News Reporter
she said, adding that "Checks are
Tuition at the University of coming in left and right. We've
New Hampshire will be free next been receiving 10 to 12 requests
year for one UNH student.
for tickets each day through the
In an effort to raise money for mail."
their Senior Week activities next
"The juniors want to have one
year and for their class donation heck of a Senior Week next year,"
to the University, theClassof1992 said Daniels, who hopes the tuiis holding a free-tuition raffle.
tion raffle will be a project for every
The winner, to be drawn on junior class from now on. The tickApril 24, will receive one year's ets make great gifts from parents,
full in-state tuition, which is cur- grandparents,and friends, Daniels
rentlyvalued at $3,120. The money added.
can also go to pay for out-of-state
Parents were given a chance
tuition if the winner is not from to buy tickets earlier through an
New Hampshire.
The money will
be directly <led ucted from the
winner's business office account.
Dave DeGroot,
"We hope to
coordinator of the Junior Class Committee.
raise
about
$2,000,"
said
Dave DeGroot, coordinator of the issue of Parenthesis,. the University
Junior Class Committee. ''The of New Hampshire Parents Assomoney will be used to sponsor ciation Newsletter. And for those
Senior Week activities," he said. who missed the newsletter, some
All profits from the Senior Week 7,000 letters are being sent by the
events will be donated to the Junior Class Committee this week
University as a gift from the Class encouraging parents of freshmen,
of 1992.
sophomores and juniors to buy
"I think it's an innovative tickets for their sons and daughidea," said Polly Daniels, director ters.
of alumni activities and advisor to
please see RAFFLE, page 11
DeGroot in coordinating the raffle.

"We hope to raise about $2,000.
The money will be used to sponsor
Senior Week activities."

HEALTH
Unless otherwise stated, the following are sponsored by Health Education and held in Health Services:
ACOC PROCRAM: Tuesday, February 12, Lounge, Randall Hall, 7 p.m.
GAY /LESBIAN/BISEXUAL PANEL: Tuesday, February 12, Lounge, Eaton House, 8:30 p.m.
MASSAGE PROCRAM: Wednesday, February 13, Pit Lounge, Lord Hall, 8 p.m.
EATING CONCERNS DISCUSSION GROUP: Available on campus. Call 862-3823 or Counseling at 8622090 for a screening appointment.
ADULT CHILDREN OF ALCOHOLICS MEETING: Fridays, Conference Room #201A, 1-2 p.m.
ACOA MEETINGS: Fridays, Conference Room #201A, 1-2 p.m.

1VIIi:Et1NGs .
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Therapeutic Horseback Riding Progr.am; new studepts·I}e.~d~9J9r vol~nt~ef.placemcnt i:n 'le~~n.s, eic.
Tuesday, Febn1,ary 12, Rockingha.rp ~69m, .MlJB,<
S.:tlS P:Il1> ··· · · ··· ··· · · · ·
·· : ;::: ::> :::,:: }
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MUB BQARD OF GOVERNORS MEETING :
~~mber; and committee ~iadS'm:Gst att:n~!<·>~!ti~l \
is vital to the further conducting of the Board's business. Open to the public. FebJ"~ary 12; Graft011Room,
MUB,8p.m.
.
..
.
. . ..
.· ..· ...·..
.
UNH SAILING TEAM MEETING: Information andorgc1niz~:tior1al meetingfqrSpring ~n,ester ?;pfog <:
seasori.Wedriesday, FebruaryJ3, Room 127;Hamilton Smith, 8p.111.

>

·

··· · · · ·· · ·.

GRADUATE STUDENT ORGANIZATION MEETiNG: Topics indude: electi~~:, ~ealth i~surance, fee :
survey and upcoming fee-setting proceedings. Thursday, February 14, Main Floor Lounge, Babcock, 5
p.m.
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Professors speak-out against the
U.S. role in the Persian Gulf War
ELECTIONS '91
Spring Semester in the Student Senate Office means budgets, diversity, and elections. At times like these it's important that the students of the university are represented in
an effective manner. The only way that you, the students,
can be effectively represented, is by taking the time to
VOTE for your Student Senate representatives. This
semester the Student .Senate will be conducting various
elections to fill important positions.
FEBRUARY 12th the Student Senate will hold an election

for 3 vacated Greek Senator Positions. If you live in a
Greek House, and the Student Senate Office has received
your in-house list, you will be eligible to vote for 3 Greek
Representatives to fill Huddleston and Stillings Dining
Halls during lunch and dinner hours, and also in the MUB
form noon to 5:00 p.m. -VOTE.
Remember - only In-House Greeks can vote.
MARCH 5th All students will be able to VOTE for the
STUDENTTRUSTEEPOSITION. TheStudentSenatewill
be responsible for holding the elections for Student Trustee. The position rotates on an annual basis between UNH,
KeeneState,and PlymouthState.Nextyear's position will
be held by a UNH undergraduate student. For anyone
interested in the position, petitions for this position will be
in the Student Senate office located at 130 in the MUB.
They must be turned in by Feb. 19th. This position is an
important position and will be dealing with such issues as
the biennium budget, faculty unionization, and possible
budget cuts. Any questions concerning Student Trustee
Position please contact Ted Grimbilas or Jim Batty at 8621494 in the Student Senate Office.
APRIL 16-17th Elections for Student Body President and

Vice-President, as well as the Durham Town Council
Representative, will be held. Petitions for these positions
will be out on Feb. 25th, and too can be picked up in the
Senate Office. More information about these positions and
issues concerning them will be available in upcoming
weeks, so please keep your eyes open.

By Gail Leach
News Reporter
For many people, opposing the Gulf war means sitting
back passively, watching other
people speak out, but for four
UNH professors there is no other
way but to let their feelings be
known.
"I'm as American as
cherry pie," said Michael Fer.ber,
while stating his reasons for opposing the Gulf War. "I've spent
my life trying to do things to better
the country as a whole:'
Ferber, an activist and
UNH English professor ,is just one
of many people speaking out
against the war. As the chairman
for New Hampshire Action for
Peace and Lasting Security, he
finds himself speaking out frequently against the action in the
Gulf.
"Saddam Hussein is
wrong and should be punished,"
said Ferber, "That's what we were
doing in August with the sanctions." Ferber continued by saying that the whole situation could
beresolved "withoutfiringashot."
Instead, he said, the United States
has become the mercenaries of the

world,a role that the United States
once shunned.
Another reason for his
opposition is that the war "will
cause unknown death and destruction." The United States docs
not know what the long run could
hold. Ferber said, "The United
Statcsdoesn'tplanahead. We will
become the garnitures of the unpleasant monarchies of Kuwait
and Saudi Arabia." These are two
countries that don't believe in
democracy, degrade women and,
until recently, held slaves, said
Ferber.
Mark Herold, UNH economics professor, also openly
opposes the war. He said, "War is
not in the interest of the average
American people." It will cause
"far more problems" than we can
imagine, Herold added.
Herold said he does not
feel that military aggression is an
acceptable way to deal with the
conflict. "Wearecreativewithhigh
tech weaponry. Why no diplomacy?" he said. ''The war will lead
to chaos in the Middle East."
At a war forum held on
Feb. 1, he stated that there are
many problems to be faced _when

Just The Ticket
For Movie Fans
Whether you want a meal or a snack, Ono's is the place to
go before or·after the movies. You'll find a host of great
appetizers, our famous deep dish pizza, burgers,
• • • • •
sandwiches and tempting desserts.

THE STUDENT SENATE asks that you the students

maintain an awareness of important issues that concern
you so that you may see if candidates are best representing
your views. It can't be stressed enough that your vote
counts and does make a difference. So we hope to see you
all at the ballot boxes. THANK YOU.

ERIA UNO

RESTAURANT &

Ted Grimbilas
Speaker of the Student Senate

..t...~
~~

1991 BSN
STIJDENTS.
Enter the Air Force
immediately after graduation - without waiting for the
results of your State Boards. You
can earn great benefits as an Air
Force nurse officer. And if selected
during your senior year, you may
qualify for a five-month internship
at a major Air Force medical facility. To apply, you'll need an overall
2.50 GPA. Get a head start in the
Air Force. Call

Ono's is the
critic's choice.

RESTAURANT & BAR

USAF HEALTH PROFESSIONS

10LL FREE 1-800-USAF-REC.

UNHM

the war ends. One of these problems, he said, is the continuing
presence of U.S. troops in the Gulf.
"When the all-volunteer
forces collapse, as is bound to
happen when Desert St0rm gives
way to permanent garrison duty
in the Arabian deserts, the Pentagon will press for reinstatement of
the draft," said Herold.
Herold added that to pay
for this" American citizens will be
pinched by a higher tax burden."
"Ina nutshell, we(Americans) will
be presented with the fact of a
deteriorating quality of life, the
first consequence of the new world
order."
Dale Barkcy, a professor
of chemical engineering, also feels
strongly against the war. He said
he believes that "the war is immoral because there has been no
real justification for it." It is not
necessary and will cause "horrible
destruction," he said.
Barkey also said he believes that the war is not being
fought for the original reasons.
Instead the reasons have shifted,
he said.
Much of this can be attributed to the misinformation we
receive from the newspapers and
other news sources, said Barkey.
While the United States claims to
be born bing the nuclear and chemical warfare production plants,
Americans do not know if what
-they are bombing are weapon
production plants. Barkey said,
"Although Iraq has enough parts
to make a nuclear bomb, it lacks
the know how."
He added that up until
July, Iraq.was allowing its nuclear
facilities to be inspected. In fact,
Saddam Hussein was involved in
discussions to ban nuclear weapons, said Barkey.
Whileother Arab nations
spent a good portion of their
money in the Western economy,
Iraq spent its money to build up its
military, said Barkey. This was
OK during the war with Iran,
because Iran was the United Sta tcs'
enemy, said Barkey. But now that
has changed and the United States
does not want to see Iraq become
that "independent."
Barkey also stated that
the United States "is no longer an
economic power. It is a military
one."
He added that instead of
looking back on history, such as
Grenada and Panama, the United
States ignores it. Barkey said,
"When war starts, all of history
stops."
Les Fisher, a UNH English professor, also said he was
strongly opposed to the war for
many reasons. He said he believes
that "at the tag end of the 20th
century we need better ways to
resolve conflict." He stated that
there has "not been enough time
talking or even attempting to talk
directly or clearly about the issue
in the Middle East."
Like many others, Fisher
feels that economic sanctions were
not given enough time to work.
Fisher also believes that
the United States has more serious
issues to deal with at home. He s
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UNH Senior Challenge organizes fund
raiser, Senior Week and senior nights
By Michael Clark

UNH and to leave them with a
News Reporters
good last impression of the school.
Before a senior's final It is also designed to "get them
semester at UNH, he or she has into the spirit of giving something
probably heard about "Senior back," said Ayers.
Night" specials downtown, plans
Ayers said that the profor a harbor cruise in Portsmouth, gram is run by and for students in
the class picnic held on Boulder order to allow contributors to
Field and Senior Week, the last choose the manner in which their
week before the graduation cere- donations will be spent. Accordmony. This is all part of the Sen- ing to UNH junior Heidi Hoag,
ior Challenge.
the program builds a sense of pride
In addition to the class and spirit within a class.
functions and activities, Senior
"We try to get the class
Challenge volunteers are respon- more involved with each other, to
sible for organizing a fund-raiser create a sense of family that will
designed to give the students a stay with them after graduation,"
chance to make donations to she said.
UNH.
Ayers said that she exSenior Challenge volun- pects that about 90 percent of the
teers ask that seniors donate a senior class will respond to the
total of $75, payable over three Senior Challenge. Volunteers plan
years, and that they indicate to mail out pledge cards and hold
where they would like to see their a phone-a-thon during the week
money spent.
of Feb. 17.
The overall goal of SenPolly Daniels, director of
ior Challenge is to raise more than · alumni activities in the Durham
$40,000 over a three-year period. area, is enthusiastic. ''The pro"It's not the administra- gram is designed to get students
tion asking for money, it's stu- into the idea of donating money to
dents asking students for money the University. It's vital," said
to be used for student projects," Daniels.
said UNH senior Christine A y"Without alumni contriers, a co-coordinator of Senior butions, a lot would be missing
Challenge.
from UNH; they support all the
The Senior Challenge' s things the state cannot," said
focus and ultimate goal is to give Daniels.
seniors a positive last semester at
She said such things as

the MUB television room and the tion.
Murkland courtyard are results of
Daniels is hoping that
class donations on a larger scale.
students from every class begin to
Daniels also said that the · take action and plan the programs
Senior Challenge works because that will bring members together.
student support is so great, and
Members of the junior
the sense of unity that is achieved class have organized a class raffle
is the result of strong participa- and are working with the UNH

Alumni Association to begin planning events for next year.
What makes everything
work, said Daniels, is the students.
The motivation and hard work of
the students makes the program a
success, said Daniels.

Become a

a STUDENT TRUSTEE
✓ Represent UNH, Plymouth State College, and Keene State

College on the University System's Board of Trustees.

✓ A vote for students.

Petitions are now available in the Student Senate Office, Room 130 MUB.
Return to Jim Batty by Tuesday, February 19, 1991. Questions? Call the Student Senate. 862-1494.

Remember: Student Trustee Elections are Tuesday, March 5, · 1991.

COMPARE & SAVE
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'•"•~-RENTAL
~-:::~ RATESee~~2~~9s
per day

Economy
Mid Size
Fill Size
Station Wagons*
Mini Vans
Cargo Vans*
15 Passengers
Pickup Trucks*

Daily
24.95

Weekly
159.95

28.95
32.95
39.95
49.95
44.95
69.95
34.95

179.95
199.95
249.95
·309_95
279.95
439.95
209.95

WEEKEND STARTING
AT
SPECIALS

$59.95

RATES INCLUDE:

* Unlimited Mileage within New England
*18-20 year olds--25% Surcharge Applies
* Must have full Coverage Insurance
Pick Up & Delivery

*

t

All new 1990-1991 Fuel Efficient Models
We honor all major credit cards & cash.

~

SILVER ST.

5PAULIJING
~

Located at
THE FRIENDSHIP INN
Silver Street & Spaulding Turnpike
(exit SE)
DOVER
742-2127

*some models slightly higher; rates subject to change.
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ENROLL. from

RESEARCH, from page 4 -
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held the same credentials as those
of the last few years, Fish said.
J. Gregg Sanborn, \fke
president of Student Affairs, said
that the projected enrollment decreases present many problems,
which will have a significant
impact in the future of the University. Each year, the University
receives less and less funding from
the state, said Sanborn. Sanborn
also referred to the loss of this
year's large senior class, which
will do further damage to revenues next year.

receive. '1'11 feel good about 30
folks," she said. "Sometimes
things like this take a little bit of
time to catch on."
Quinlan recruited teachers for the project based not only
on their award-winning status but
also on the general interest level
of their subject matter, which
ruled out, for example, occupational therapy professors, The
teachers were told to prepare to
give their favorite lecture, at an
introductory level, and also to

prepare an optional reading list,
to be sent to those parents who are
reallygung-hoabouttheprogram.
Rochelle Lieber, an associate UNH English professor
selected for the program, was
notified by Quinlan in October or
November. "It was a very flattering thing," she said. Of the program, she said, "I think it's a great
idea. I'm looking forward to seeing what people's parents are
like." It's a different sort of class
from her normal work load, be-

inou~h, Me. publishing company,
she hop~s she leaves a little legacy

cause it's only an hour and a half
long, and the parents will not have
done any homework, she said.
II

Of

"I'm -looking forward to seeing what

course I'm going people's parents ,a!'e like.'~
to have to do
Rochelle Lieber, UNH professor
things a little bit
differently," she
said. But, she added, "I'm inter- behind ·her through the Parent
ested to see what it will be like." ·university program. "We're hopAs is Quinlan. Although ing it .will become an annual
she's leaving UNH in less than a event," she said. "A spring alterweek to take a job with a -Yar- . native to Parents' Weekend."
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American Express
Announces A Great New
Travel Program.
Now students can get the Card
and get 3roundtrips on Continental
Airlines, for only $129 or $189 each.
There's only one way to cover a lot of territory without spending
a lot of money And that's by getting the American Express® Card.
It's the only card that offers an exciting new travel program
exclusively for students- including three roundtrip certificates on
Continental Airlines.
Just look at the map and pick the place you'd like
to visit. If it's on your side of the Mississippi River, you
can use a certificate to fly for only $129 roundtrip. Or,
you can _cross the Mississippi for $189 roundtrip.
You have your pick of more than 150 cities in the

.■=
An Amet-ican Express company

48 contiguous states. And you can fly almost anytime-because
there are no blackout dates. But you must make your reservations
within 14 days of the day you leave. And the maximum stay is
7 days/6 nights and must include a Saturday night.
In addition to this great travel program, you'll also enjoy all
the benefits of Cardmembership as well as other exclusive student
privileges. They include a quarterly magazine filled with informative articles on summer jobs, careers, campus life. Plus valuable
discounts from leading retailers.
But remember, there's only one way to get all this-and that's
by getting the American Express Card. Just call us (have your bank
address and account number on hand). What's more,
with our special student offer, it's easier to get the
Card now while you're still in school than it may
ever be again.
So get the Card. And get ready to cover new
territory on either side of our Great Continental Divide.

CALL 1-800-942-AMEX

Ifyou're already a Cardmember, there's no need to call. Informatio n about vour certificates will be arriui11R soon

~:
~

CONTINENTAL

'c omplete term s and condit ions of this travel offer will arrive wi th you r ceruficates. Cont inental Airlines alone is responsible for Fulfillment of this offer. American Express assumes no il abJ11cy for Continental Airlines· performance © 1991 American Express Travel Related Services Compa ny, Inc
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RAFFLE , from
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rJa/(J Pfwtos for 'The :A[fwJ{ampshire

In Friday's edition of The New Hampshire, the
following errors were made:
• On pg. 1, J. Gregg Sanborn was misidentified. Sanborn is the associate vice-presiden t and
dean for student affairs.
• On pg. 3, Betsy Parente was not identified
as the chairwoman of the Greek Redevelopm ent
Committee.
• On pg. 5, the current hall director of
Engelhardt was misidentified. The current hall
director is Beth Perry.
• On pg. 8, Gary Fox was misquoted in
comments about parking. He actually referred to
parking in B-lot.
• On pg. 16, the U~NH Trustee Chairman .
was misidentified . The USNH Trustee Chairman
is James Yakovakis.
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The date of the drawing is the
date of Ben Thompson's birthday, said DeGroot. Thompson, the
founder of UNH, was born on
Apri124,and there is usually some
kind of celebration held on campus in his honor. DcGroot hopes
to hold the drawing at whatever
event happens to take place that
day, but he said the winner need
not be present at the drawing in
order to win.
Daniels said on the offchance the winner does not return to UNH next year, a new
winner will be drawn.
When asked what she
thought about the free tuition
raffle, sophomore Karina Dyer
replied, "Ofcourse I'd buy a ticket.
It's a good idea."
Sophomore Travis Sullivan said, "It's a lottery worthy
of spending five bucks on!" Tickets cost $5, or six for $25.

University of Wisconsin
Platteville

~
~

•
Emphases in
Liberal Arts
International Business
Courses available in Spanish
and in English
Fluency in Spanish not required

Get the A1&T Ca11ing Card and your first call is free.

1bere's no better time to speak your mind. Because
now --when you get your free AT&T Qdling (Ard, you'll
get your first 15-minute call fr~

• -A.,JJi;sf)G1fJI you !~

0

fuJ:~
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1

,-~it.Iliffil}}i:H .·: : to anywhere. And you can keep
· ,: :wm:·i>r ····
j your card, even if you move and
·;:§#Wi•,,~'.} }~~i~
get a new phone number.
1

~~..\ " . . .,, :

Our Calling Card is part of the AT&T Student Saver
Plus program, a whole package of products and services
designed to make a student's budget go farther.
So look for AT&T-(;alling Card applications on
campus. Or call us at 1 800 525-7955, Ext. 655.
And let freedom ring.
AJm: Helping ti1ai<e colle~e Hfe a iittle easier.

All courses approved by UW-Platteville
and validated on an official UW-Platteville
transcript
$3975 per semester for Wisconsin and
Minnesota residents
$4225 per semester for non-residents

Costs include
Tuition and Fees
Room and Board in Spanish Homes
Field trips
Financial aid applies
For further information contact
Study Abroad Program

308 Warner Hall
Unlnrslty of Wlscomln-Plattnille

Al&T

•A $3.QO value for a coast-to-coast Calling Card call. Applies to customer-dialed calls made during
the A'.I&T Night/Weekend calling period, 11pm to 8am, Sunday through Thursday and 11pm
Friday through 5pm Sunday. You may receive more or less calling time depending on where and
when you call. ApplicatioI15 must be received by June 30, 1991.

The right choice.

------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ----- -·---·-- -------- --....1

1 Unlnrsity Plaza PlatteTUle, WI 53818-3099
(608) 342-1726
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PERSONAL?
FOR SALE?
HELP WANTED?
HOUSING?
LOST & FOUND?
SERVICES?

ATTENTION!

Applications are available atthe
Student Activities Office, room 126, MUB. *
Applications niust be returned by
Friday, February 15th, at 4:00 p.m

. to the MUB

Board of Governor's Office mailbox,
room 322 of the MUB

plan not drawn to scale

All are welcoine

AMNESTY
INTERNATIONAL
When:

nday, Febraury 17
Noon
Where:
Spaulding

:•:•:•:•:•:•:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:-:-:-:-:-:-:•:•:•:•:•:•:·:•:•:•:•:•:•:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:1:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:
:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:--:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:·········································· .................................... .
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. .................................................... ·············· .... .
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.................. ··································· ........................
.....................................................................
... .. ... ..
........ ........ .... .................... ··················· ···················
....................................................................
..........
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Tuesday, February 12
7 :30-8:30 PM
in Hamilton Smith 214
funded by PFO
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PROFS, from page 8
said, "In addition to our domestic
problems that are so extensive and
severe, these issues need to be
addressed by or political leaders in
order to be certain that there will
be functioning democracy in the
21st century."
he
"Furthermore,"
added, "the military has, over the
last seventeen years, made itself
more attractive to many minorities
and middle :to-lower class people;
many people who have difficulty
findingusefulemploymentorgain ing access to the institutions of our
society." What this amounts to is a
military made up of minorities and
poor people.
Unlike others, Fisher has
stronger ties to the conflict because
his son Gregory may be going to
the Gulf. "I have a son stationed in
Germany who will, I fear, be sent
to Saudi Arabia. I oppose the war
for a variety of reasons, not the
least of which is concern for my
son's welfare. I think my responsibility as a parent and as an educator is to oppose the war in what-

ever way I am able."
His ad vice to people who
support the war is to enlist. "If
there are young people who so
strongly support President Bush's
policies in the perpetuation of this
war, then I say these young people
need to translate their thoughts
and words into deeds and words,
and enlist."

Fisher also said he was
concerned because of his two
young daughters, Caitlin and Jessica, and his son Gregory. "Catherine (Fisher's wife) and I are both
involved in a variety ways because
the war is contrary to our beliefs,
behaviors and to our values, and
we believe it threatens tho possibility of a future for our children."

i
~
~
for
~[owers
,:
0
'Va[entine S tJJai ~

Seacoast Crisis
Pregnancy Center
FREE & CONFIDENTIAL
• pregnancy testing
• counseling and information
• practical support

HOTLINE
749-4441

We CaYe!
90 Washington Street
Suite 3068, Dover, l\1-[

SURPLUS
CAMPING EQUIPMENT ...-~-1
COLD WEA THEA CLOTHING
SNOW CAMO
CAMOUFLAGE
FL YEAS COVERALL
FEILD JACKETS

OPEN

Thurs, Fri, Sat, Sun 12-5
or call (603)942-5378
Rte. 4, Northwood Ridge, NH
IO miles West of the Lee Rotary

"SPRING BREAK 91 '-'
CANCUN, _MEXICO
FEATURING THE OASIS CANCUN HOTEL

:A: ~~~:~~~1~:L~:.~.:~!:9 !!I
1

MARGARITA HOTEL •••••••••••••$439
CALIN DA QUALITY HOTEL ••••••$469
TERRAMAR HOTEL•• .. •••••••••• $509
AQUAMARINA HOTEL ••••••••••$549
TRAVEL
OASIS CANCUN HOTEL ••••••••$569 SERVICES, INC.
HOLIDAY INN CROWN PLAZA ••$599
MELIA TURQUESA •••••••••••••••$599

roses1
fioffand
f[owers1
baffoons1
beautifu[
p[ants1
friend[y
service

2-5 person units
* Free Parking
. * Walk to Campus

GOVERNMENT

Need Help?

1

'lJefivery to a[[ campus locations

Student Rental
at the Coops

Call Paul at P.J.
Maguire Agency
868-1262

U.S.

Pregnant?

~~

,

I..

COMPLETE PARTY WEEK INCLUDES:
R.T. AIRFARE (FROM SELECT CITIES), R.T. TRANSFERS, 7
NIGHTS HOTEL, 3- HOUR CRUISE, BEACH PARTIES, FREE
ADMISSION INTO NIGHTCLUBS, AU HOTEL TAXES, AND
ADVANCE TRAVEL TOUR HOSTS ON LOCATION.
•PRICES BASED OUT OF N.V. ADD $20.00 FOR BOSTON.
-'
ALL MAJOR CREDIT CARDS ACCEPTED.

FOR MORE INFORMATION CALL TOLL FREE 800-283-8767

Flora

165 Main St., Rt. 108
Downtown Newmarket
659-2751

-

Ventures,
·
Inc.

I•

, · ROCK&
FIL
ST

E

Ash Wednesday
Service
Feb. 13, 1991
12:10

OVIE POSTER
K POSTERS
TOS & POSTCA
IPTS

,,

~

\

Strafford Room

MUB
SPONSORED BY UNH CHAPLAINS

■

-

February 11-13
MUBupper
balcony
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Write for THE NEW HAMPSHIRE!
Stop by Rm. 151 in the MUB for
more info.

PAGE15

Any Bright
Ideas • ·
Lately?

How about
writing for
The New
Hampshire?

Advance your career
by helping others to advance theirs.

stop by rm.
151 in the MUB

•'-./•
If you enjoy the challenge of helping people succeed in their
careers, here's a career tip worth your time.
·
Boston-Bouve College at Northeastern University is offering an
intensive, one-year Master of Science Program in Human Resource
Counseling. Providing a unique interdisciplina ry approach, it combines core courses in psychology with management courses taught
by the faculty of the Graduate School of Business Administratio n.
You can enroll on a full- or part-time basis.
Our graduates have found rewarding and challenging positions as
managers, counselors, and consultants in industries ranging from
high technology to health care organizations.
Call (617) 437-2708, or write Graduate School, Boston-Bouve
College of Human Development Professions, 106 Dockser Hall,
Northeastern University, Boston, MA 02115.

lll f
1

LI

Boston-Bouve
College
Northeastern
University
An equal opportunity/
affirmative action university.

I I I I I I I I 111111111111111■■-- ►
◄-•■■111111111111111 I I I I I I I I
Develop Leadershi p SkillsHelp Transfer Students Adjust to UNH...

Have a Great Time".
And Earn Money for Doing All of the Above!
,..

YES!
COOl-AfD.

Become a Transfer
Orientation Leader
Free room and board for
the week of June 2-7 and
a $200 stipen d
Applicat ions are available at the
Commut er/Trans fer Center in the
Memoria l Union Building

Applica tion Deadlin e:
Tuesda y, Februa ry 26, 1991
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CLASS, from page 3

RECYCLE, from page 3

vidual instructors involved in the
but as having genuine concern for he plans to show how elements of
course have their personal views
issues of war and peace as a citi- human behavior contribute to th~
about war and the Gulf crisis, but
zen . Fuld says he uses his exper- development and fulfillment of
all instructors want to help stutise as an educator to learn with war. Fuld said he will use an
dents develop their own views
students. "I consider myself a experiment that will demonstrate
and opinions, not stifle them.
student of war and peace," said how "normal people" will obey
an authority figure (the military)
Fuld said that any
Fuld.
course is taught from a point of
Fuld said he believes that to a point where others are hurt.
The experiment shows
view and that
why people obey such
War is no differauthority, although
"/ hope it (the course) doesn't turn out to be a
ent from any
they have the option
other course in
thing to divide people for or against the war."
not to, said Fuld.
that respect.
Talene Lanuza, UNH Student
"The reasons
"I hope it (the
people choose to obey
course) doesn't
turn out to be a thing to divide
his study of biological and psy- such authority are not necessarily
people for or against the war,"
chological issues, such as human pyschopathological," said Fuld.
said student Talene Lanuza. "We
behavior and consciousness, can "Normal people will commit acts
can't seem to getthrough the class
be applied to aspects of war. "I of horror if the conditions are right.
without a conflict."
read on the topics and try to share If we learn to recognize these conAs a psychology prothe knowledge I've gained," said ditions, maybe we can avoid them
so they won't happen," he added.
fessor, Dr. Fuld describes himFuld.
self as having no expertise in war
Fuld said in his lectures

$130,000, and with recycling it the future, but he does not know
when it will happen. "Now the
would be $106,000. That would
dining halls are making a conmean a $24,000 cost reduction,"
scious effo,rt on the amount of
said Timmons.
Last
year students
protested. the
"Now the dining halls are making a
use of plastic
conscious effort on the amount of
and Styrofoam
disposables used. "
cups that were
being used in
dining
the
halls. Currently, the only thing disposables used. Using less paper plates and cups is a goal the
the dining halls are recycling is
paper, cans and bottles from the dining halls are working towards,"
said Garnett.
offices in the dining halls.
Along with projections
"Right now only one
for future recycling at the dining
issue can be addressed at a time,"
said Jack Garnett, manager of halls, what matters most right now
is that there's a forward motion
Huddleston dining hall and a
for the recycling program, and that
member of the recycling commitpeople continue to learn about the
tee. Garnett said that recycling
benefits of recycling.
for the dining halls is planned for

Do You Want VISA & MasterCard Credit Cards?
Now you can have two of the most recognized and
accepted credit cards In the \Wrld ...Vlsa® and MasterCard®
credit cards..... tn your name." EVEN IF YOU ARE NEW IN
CREDIT or HAVE BEEN 1URNED OOWN BEFORE!
VISA® and MasterCard® the credit cards you
deserve and need for-· ID-BOOKS-DEPARTMENT
STORES-TUITION-ENTERTAINM ENfEMERG ENCY CASH-TICKETS-RESTAURANTSHQTELS-MOTELS-GAS-CAR RENfALSREPAIRS-AND TO BUIID YOUR CREDIT RATING!

..A£E.O'
GUJ.1'~"cJ."O

GO~os,~"c-.:,

.~s·~~~1

,,:~t~-. .

G~ 11()111.

1.~f-i

Ii

Bea
FRESHMAN
ORIENTATION
LEADER

I•

NAME
ADDRESS
CrIY

PHONE - - - - - S.S.# - - - - - - -

No turn downs!

SIGNATIJRE - - - - - -- -- --

No credit checks!
No security deposit!

Ii

Inc.

1000/o GUARANTEED!

•
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!.. Become a Peer Health
Educator!!!
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the month of June
...........................................
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eEnhance your personal awareness of various

~

physical and emotional health issues
; • Learn to present education programs in residence
:! halls, sororities and fraternities, classrooms
:! • Receive academic credit, internship, volunteer
5 eGain valuable experience for graduate school or
:! future employment
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Develop
Valuable Skills
and Earn
Money at the
Same Time

!i
!i

••
■I

••

DEADLINE: February 22, 1991

I■

I■

••

Applications available at Orientation
Program Office, Room 208, Huddleston
Hall or at the MUB Info Desk.

I■

••

•-

FREE Room and Board for

-

NO'It: MasterCard Is a regtstcrcd trademark of MasterCard lnttmatlo nal. Inc.
and Vl5A ln tcmall o nal
Visa ts a rcgtsten:d trademark of VISA USA.
Services Association.

Approval absolutely guaranteed so

i: if1: t•I ;1 t-t:t3•t•i J•l :I i•)·t·\1

STATE_ zyp - - -

•

I■

••

I■

••

;
Applications can be picked up at the Office of
:! Health Education and Promotion, Health Services, ;
;·:!1• Room 203.
1•

I■

..

-

Application.Deadline is February 18
~ Hours Monday - Friday 8am-4pm

~

I■
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••
■I

~

■I
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•.
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~
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..
Call 862-3823 for more information__________::_

,.,~__________________________________
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Sin gin ' the
Bl ue sn J
ted by

Fr id ay , M ar ch 29
8:00 PM . M UB . Pu b
$4 Safo stud ent

$7 Gen era l pub lic
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MUB, from page 1
During a question and
"We understand that we're doing this all at the
answer period, which occurred . last minute," said Sanborn.
later in the meeting, Sanborn said
Sanborn said Nitzschke thought the ITV site
that in November 1989 the MUB should be found as soon as possible, so he agreed to find
Board of Governors was ap- funding for the rest of the MUB renovations, which will
proached with the idea of situat- probably cost about $400,000, said Sanborn .
. ing ITV in the basement. At that "We do not want the total cost of this burden on the backs
time, they rejected it, said San- of students," said Sanborn.
born.
According to Montgomery, the costs of ITV are
Channel 11 vacated the covered by a $1 million fund, which will be broken down
basement in 1987 and over the into three parts to cover costs. One-third of the million
past years administrators have will cover the seven year Nynex fiber-optic lease. Anbeen l<;>oking at many sites where other third of the million will be designated toward
they could put ITV, according to setting up ITV studios in the MUB at and at UNH at ManSanborn. When Nitzschke became chester. The final one-third of the million will cover
involved in ITV, he decided that operating costs for the next two to three years.
the MUB was the best space for
When asked about the quality of learning
ITV because of its centrality to the through ITV, Montgomery said, "If we have the same
campus and because it had al- quality experience with ITV as with conventional learnready been a television studio, ing, the possibilities are limitless."
said Sanborn.

KSC, from page 1

the community and on campus. "We formed in early
November as it appeared that conflict in the Gulf would
be inevitable," said Christensen.
At the weekly peace rallies the group lines up
with picket signs at the traffic circle downtown. After
the rally, the members discuss new developments in
. the war or air their concerns, according to Christensen.
In early November, Citizen's Response staged
a "die-in" on the Keene State campus in which approximately 150 students laid out in fake body bags as a call
for action to stop a war in the Gulf from developing.
According to Christensen there was a lot of"confrontation"
brought
about by students,
who felt the mesTip of The Week
sagewas too harsh.
Read Actively: underline, ask
Because there is no
yourself questions, summarize
organized pro-war
or use any other study aids
group in Keene,
which helo you concentrate,
comment from
understand, and remember
demonstrators in
better.
support of the war

Smith said the Keene
Police Dept. has lessened its presence at rallies since Jan. 19. '1t
doesn't seem as if there are going
tobeanymoreclashes," said Smith.
Citizen's Response, a
group of about 80 active members,
is comprised of Keene State students, faculty and community
members. The organization brings
together various peace groups in

TASk

.1)0~

was unavailable.

WHAT IS

S.E.L.F.
For more
Students
information, call
Electing to
862-3283 or 862
-1494,
or ask your Hall
Live Free,
Director. Applications
(S.E.L.F .), is a
may be picked up at the
following locations:
chemical free
Office of Health
residence hall
Education and Promowhich provides a
tion, Health Services;
Department of Housing
supportive
and Conferences, Pettee
environment for
House; Residenti~I Pronon-users of
c"\..
grams Office, 13A Hitch~
cock Hall; or the Student
alcohol and other
Senate, room 130, MUB.
drugs. It will be
Applications
located in Englehardt
are due before
Hall beginning
February 15, 1991
in the fall of
1991.

Sponsored by the Office of Health Education & Promotion, Health Services, and the Student Senate.
Funding from the Office_of Alumni Affairs and Development.
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Applications are available
for:

Chairperson for
Students for the
University Council
'

of Student Senate

TUESDAY
Small Cheese Pizza,
$2.00
5 p.m.--close
WEDNESDAY
Large Cheese Pizza &

Drink, $4.00
5 p.m.--close

Pick up an application in the
Student Senate Office, Room
130, MUB
Return to Jim Batty, Student
Senate, by February 15, 1991,
4:00pm
Any Questions? Call 862- 1494

~
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PFOFUN DED .
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PFOFUN DED

::i=:

Thursday 14 ~=' ,,,
~ Valentine's Day ,:,
Breakfast in Bed
~❖ 7:00 - 11:00 AM ~='
MUSO Movie: Ghost "
MUB 5:00, 7:30, 11:00 PM "
.
·*··.

:T:

Wednesda y 13
AGR Torch Run~-~
White Mountains to
T-Hall arriving 5 PM
Women's Basketball
Game vs. UVM 7:00 PM
3 "HOT" Comedians
;~~ MUB Pub 9:00 PM ;~~

*

·,..'!~•

*

Saturday 16 .~~
:: "THE BIG DAY" ;1•·
ALL CAMPUS PARTY
In front of T-Hall ~❖
-i: Snow Volleyball ..
Snow Sculptures· *·
•!• Fire Pits
... Hayrides
--~Sledding };:
Best Homemade Sled
qutdoor Ice Skating •Tx
·*-· $750.00 in Prizes
•=i:•
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PFOFUN DED

·*·

Tuesday 12
·*· . Coffeehou se ·· ·
:,!,: MUB Pub 8 PM
-¥: featuring "Epitome" · ·
and other acts ,;,,•,
. .

T
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WINT ER CAR NIVA L 1991
'FIRE AND ICE'
s
FEBR UARY 12 - 16
T
u

s
D
E
N

12, 1991

❖~

·"~"-

,,

;~~Friday 15 "
Hockey Game vs.
Providence 7 PM ·-k~
All-ca111pus Skating Party
·¾·
following game
LATE NIGHT at UNH
MUB Granite State Room
:f 11:00-2:00 AM
..
,:,
Scavenger Hunt ·¾.·
12 Midnight -12 Noon -Sunday 17

·*·

-
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D
WINTE~, CARNIVAL BROUGHT TO YOU BY: THE CAMPUS ACTIVITIES
:~tc:
;·,
BOARD (CAB)
;:
·¾·
.. MUB 136A - X3613 GWE US A CALL!

·*·
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Whose MUB is it anywa y?
At long last, the MUB basement will be
renovated. It's too bad the UNH administration
used a sleazy tactic to get this accomplished.
The MUB Board of Governors met last Tuesday night, and what was presumed to be a regular
meeting turned into an ultimatum presented by
Dean Sanborn and Barbara Montgomery. Sanborn
and Montgomery want ITV (Interactive Television)
to be put in the MUB basement. The idea sounds fine
in conceptual form. Along the framework of teleconferencing, ITV would be a hook-up between
UNH and other campuses in the state, allowing
classes to be taught on two campuses at once, and
improving communications.
But did anyone ask if the students wanted
ITV put in the MUB? NO. Apparently, Sanborn approached the members of the MUB Board that fate- ful Tuesday and said the decision for ITV needed to
be made that night. His lame excuse? The Nynex fiberoptics deal for ITV needed to be finalized fast so
the school could get a good price on the system.

Conduc t
System I
To the Editor,
According to Judge Joseph Nadeau in the February 1st
issue of The New Hampshire. it's
not "reasonable" to interpret
"expressed permission" regarding sexual intercourse as only
being limited to "verbal permission." So what is he really saying?? Well, for one thing, he is
saying that it's OK to rape someone if his /her body language is
interpreted as"expressed permission." He is also saying that if a
person is too drunk to say "no" to
sex or if a person says neither
"yes" nor "no" they are allowed
to be raped. Give me a break! First
of all, the laws and rules in the
UNH Handbook and in the NH
courts (regarding sexual assault)
are written supposedly to "help"
the victim of the crime build a
case-not to give the perpetrator of
the crime more ways to get off the
hook. Obviously, Judge Nadeau
does not see it this way.
Second of all, the best
and most effective way to discourage and avoid unwanted
sexual contact is TO SAY SO. This
hopefully being the case, both

Sanborn had known about the price since last November. He just wanted to pressure us into saying
yes. The deal went on to say that although the ITV
system would take up 25% of the MUB basement
space, the administration would take up the slack by
footing the bill for the $400,000 needed for the renovations to the rest of the basement. The MUB Board
didn't have any choice but to go along with the
proposal. There is no way students could raise that
kind of money any time soon.
No only is this bribery, it lacks sense and once
again leaves students out of the picture. The Univer_:sity is in a fiscal crisis, and ITV will cost about one
million dollars to complete. The money for it was set
up in a special ITV fund about a year and a half ago.
The UNH trustees approved the allocation, and since
then the ITV committee has been looking for a place
to put the studio. They knew the MUB was being
considered as a location, but they never bothered to
tell the Board of Governors or the Student Senate.
Students have been left out of decision-making proc-

parties involved will say exactly
what they mean. If the law is made
so that a person can force another
person to have unwanted sexual
intercourse without specific verbal permission, any number of excuses can be made in the
perpetrator's favor. This throws a
light on the victim as having
"asked for it" in indirect ways
which can be interpreted any
number of different ways.
It's not right and it's not
fair. Have the victims of sexual
crimes any say in what can be
done to their bodies within legal
boundaries? Encouraging others
to assume consent without a verbal invitation is like giving someone a gun and telling them to pull
the trigger-they may or may not
hurt someone else. Communication is the best way to avoid
unwanted sex, and playing with a
loaded gun is not only dangerous
to oneself, but to others also.
Anne Lavigne

Conduct
System II
To the Editor:
In response to Margo
Burns' letter of the February 5th

issue of The New Hampshire,
we feel it is important that the
UNH community provide equal
justice to all accused perpetrators of sexual assault, and we
also feel that victims deserve a
sense of justice as well.
Reporting and prosecutingsexual assault through the
criminal court system is not an
easy process. To say that someone is falsely accused of committing a crime simply because
the victim does not choose to
undergo the strains of the criminal justice system is not a fair
assumption.
For example, remember the most pleasant sexual experience you've ever had. Can
you remember every detail?
Who was where? Who did what
and in what order? Could you
describe that experience, in intimate detail, to your friends?
doctors? parents and relatives?
police? attorneys? a judge and
jury? the media?
Now try to imagine describing-to all of those people
and in equal detail-and experience that was not pleasant, but
that was quite possible the most
traumatic experience of your life.
Then imagine being subjected to
a hostile cross-examination by
an attorney bent on discrediting
you.
That is what an sexual
assault victim goes through in
the criminal justice system. Although enduring the system can
be empowering in some ways,
when finished, many women feel
as though they have been raped
twice: Once by the assailant,
then again by "the system."
Maybe that is why only one in 10

ess, excluded from what goes in the Memorial Union,
our only building on campus . .
Here's more problems with the ITV system.
Besides the fact that UNH students don't want it in
their MUB, the· hookups to all the other campuses
won't be complete for another ten years. It may be
possible for a possible hook-up with UNH Manchester by next fall, but the system will most likely be in
black and white and there is a good chance the whole
system will become obsolete within the, ten-year
completion time. Not to mention the fact that the
fiberoptic hookup will definitely need more funding
in the next seven years. And has anyone asked what
faculty think of this idea? Isn't it possible that teachers could be laid off if classes could be taught on two
campuses at once?
So let's send out a warm thank you to our fine
administration. Even though as students we had
decided on what we specifically wanted in the MUB
basement, we were once again ignored and our opinions overridden. But what else is new at UNH?

assault victims reports the crime
to the police. But what explains
the low conviction rate of only 6
to 11 percent of all reported cases?
In other words, why are only 6 to
11 of every 1000 assailants puPished by the courts?
It is not because victims lie. Only 2 percent of all reported rapes turn out to be false
(FBI). We do not mean this as

judgement in the most recent case
which has become so well-known
on campus. We only mean to discredit the myth that it is com-
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Are You Ready
For Nucle ar War?
1 \I

ll

By Charles Simpson

Public concern about supporting our troops in the Gulf War
has distracted us from dialog on
other critical issues. As the war escalates, so have the calls to use nuclear weapons against Iraq. At this
point, our discussion should be
fixed on whether we, as individ uals and as a nation, would support our government's use of tactical nuclear weapons to wage
war.
To give you an idea of
the likelihood of such a thing
happening, here is material from
recent media reports relating to
the use of nuclear weapons in the
gulf war:

h

* Right now, there are known to
be at least 400 tactical nuclear
weapons armed and ready for use
in the Gulf area. Some experts put
this number closer to 1000.
"'The U.S. has specifically refused
to renounce the first use of n u clear weapons in the war.
"'Last week, Vice President Quayle
said, "the U.S. reserves the right
to use tactical nuclear weapons in
response to Saddam
Hussein's use of unconventional
weapons."
* The U.S. has said it would unleash "devastating retaliation" if
Iraqused chemical or biological
weapons. That threat is interpreted as meaning a chemical or
nuclear response.
"'On Feb. 5th, on CNN, there was
a call from either a politician or a
U.S. citizen for the use of tactical
nuclear weapons "to save the lives
of our troops."

Congress, said, "Any use by Saddam Hussein of chemical or biological weapons against our troops
will result in the severest consequences. The administration rules
out nothing."
"' An op-ed article in the Feb. 7th
Boston Globe, entitled "Time to
Think Nuclear," called for the use
of tactical nuclear weapons, and
said their use would be "morally
justified to bring the Gulf War to
speedy conclusion and save the
lives of American and allied fighters."
As frightening and destructive as these weapons may
be, it's time for us to face the fact
that they could actually be used.
Should such weapons be finally
unsheathed, the act will have political and environmental im plications that far surpass the development of the atomic bomb itself.
But the real question is,
would you, as an American, support offensive nuclear war? In
order to answer the question for
yourself, you have to do some serious soul searching. And Americans seem less and less willing to
do .that. People seem content to
buy-off on the John Wayne scenario of the U.S. Good Guys vs.
the Islamic Bad Guys. This is the
kind of simplistic pap that allows
wars to get going in the first place,
but it fails to speak to the moral,
political and ethical issues at hand.
When it comes to nuclear weapons, the questions are elementary
enough for any sensible person to
ponder.

"' If the ground war starts and allied troops take manycasualties,
would you approve of tactical nuclear strikes tosave them?

* A New York Times article this
week, entitled "Trip Wire of Armageddon," stated that 45% of
the respondents in the recent "' In war, is there a moral differGallup poll favored the use of tac- ence between a 2000 pound bomb
tical nuclear weapons if it would . that kills a few hundred combatsave the lives of U.S. troops.
ants, and a tactical nuclear device
that kills several thousand or
"'A letter writer in the New Hamp- more?
shire (Feb. 5th) found solace in the
fact that, unlike Vietnam, where "' What is the difference between
the North Vietnamese enjoyed the tactical nuclear weapons and straprotection of Soviet and Chinese tegic nuclear weapons? Can you
nuclear arsenals, the U.S. in Iraq, make a moral case for using one
"is free to use our own atomic and not the other?
weaponry if our troops come
under repeated unconventional "'What'would the immediate and
attack."
long-term effects of the use of even
a few tactical nuclear weapons be
*OnFebruary,6,Secret aryofState on the human
beings in the
James Baker, testifying before region? What would the eventual

-

impact be on the regional and the
global environment?
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* If you had realized there was a
possibility of the U.S. using nuclear weapons in this war, would
you have supported it in the first
place?
"'How will America be viewed in
the future by the peoples of the
world if we use nuclear weapons
on Iraq?
* How will we view ourselves if
we use nuclear weapons on Iraq?
* What are the global political implications of such an act, and what
are the chances of provoking other
countries to enter the nuclear fray
once the nuclear taboo is lifted?
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* What are the implications for the
future of warfare? Will nuclear
weapons become an acceptable
option in the conduct of war?
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One of the many, many
ironies of this war is that the U.S.
government made a big fuss about
going to war to stop Saddam
Hussein from becoming a nuclear
threat. That little maneuver frightened more people into believing
the war was justified than any other single factor. And now, for
the U.S. to threaten to use nuclear
weapons on Iraq, not only introduces a double standard on the
nuclear issue, but it makes you
wonder why we'd risk committing our ground forces in the first
place.
It comes down to one
question, and that question must
be faced and answered now by the
American people. There will be no
1
vote. There will be no congressional debate. If Saddam Hussein
uses gas or biological agents, it
<hi.unanJife ~ncfto the future ofall
could happen. If our ground stratdon't want there to be ~ar ev~r
egy stalls and our troops sustain
"unacceptable casualties," it could
happen. If our government wants
it, it will happen.
Ask yourself. Are you
ready? Is America ready for nuclear war?
•·: :. >. . · Butwhilewe search. ·fo.t
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viction rate alone tells us
this. Rapists know this.
That could be why we
have a 10 to 1 per capita
rape ratio compared with
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Continued
from pg. 20
mon for women to "cry
rape" or that men are often
"dumped on" by women either
seeking revenge or covering up a
'mistake'.
Students at UNH have
another alternative-the Student
Conduct Board. The board that
heard Darnell Steadman' s case
was not 'thrown together' just for
the occasion. All boards are assigned before the school year
begins, and they hear cases routinely through the year.
We agree completely
with Ms. Burns' statement that " ..
. a topic like this ... stirs up fear
and anger-something we don't
need any more of." But we must
face the fact that the crime of sexual assault is committed at UNH.
In fact, it is estimated that one in
every 6 women will be raped
during her college career.
·Education is the best
form of prevention, but until either the criminal justice system
can protect citizens without fail or
thiscrimeisnon-existent, we must
deal with those who commit it
and keep our campus safe.
Amy Antorincci
Heather Macleod

Conduc t
System III
To the Editor:
Understanding I may be
labeled a left-winger, a liberal, or a
communist, I still dare to admit
that I believe in the necessity of a
basic social code that we all should
live by. In our society, the rights
and freedoms of individuals reign
supreme. Many have forgotten
about the responsibilities associated with such freedom. Inherent
in our right to deprive others of
the same basic rights. In the interest of clarity, let me spell out what
I am talking about. In our pursuit ·
of life, we do not have the right to
impair or end the life of another.
The same principle or guideline
can be followed in ones pursuit of
liberty and happiness. These are
basic ideas, I. am sure you would
agree.
From this we all realize
that we should not kill or harm
someone. We should not steal. And
we should not kidnap. Of course,
Thomas Jefferson assumed his
future Americans would grasp

: :,:-i:;i;.:r~~~~:~e~~!

2/8/91) by Jeff Peasley reveals
how sensational stories of heinous
crimes are used as propaganda. It
is horrible that these atrocities are
being committed, just as it is awful that the Iraqis have pumped
millions of gallons of oil into the
Persian Gulf destroying thousands
of oceanic micro-organisms. These
actions, however, are results of •
war and all sides commit them.
While it is not yet known what
nefarious deeds the allies have
committed, if any at this time, the
U.S. has certainly not been innocent in its last major.war, Vietnam.
I recently saw a movie of
a Vietnamese P.O.W. kicked,
beaten, and then machine-gunned
down by U.S. soldiers when he
refused to talk, obviously not the
humane treatment the U.S. promulgates. War is terrible, but we
should treat these by-products as
inevitable, rather than extraordinary. (Maybe they should be seen
as deterrents to war). The U.S.'s
massive bombing of Iraq has left a
plethora of women and children,
as well as men, dead. Is this not an
atrocity? No. It is an accepted facet
of war·.
Mr. Peasley and many
others state this is not an "oil"
war. I disagree. Could the U.S. be
fighting for democracy? No.
Kuwait is a kingdo~. Could the
U.S. be fighting on the principle of
protecting a smaller country from
a larger one? Possibly, but the
U.S.'s invasion of Panama, of
Grenada, and its covert aid in
coups in numerous Central and
South American postage-stamp
countries tend to repudiate this
argument. Is the U.S. fighting to
destroy Hussein's chemical and
nuclear weapon facilities? Yes, the
U.S. is fighting to achieve this end,
but it is a mere sideshow. The
main issue lies in money. The U.S.
has typically protected its foreign
investments with military force
both clandestinely and openly.
Currently under the influence of
gas-guzzling autos and wasteful
energy practices, U.S. leaders
deem it imperative to protect its
oil supply. Some war advocators
argue that due to its dependency
on oil, the U.S. has a valid reason
for its actions in the Middle East,
most, however, like Mr. Peasley,
vehemently deny oil is the reason
the U.S. is at war.

not being deprived of their rights.
this. But, just in case, our country Of course, if you or I, being innohas some laws to explain where, cent, were ever accused of rape we
exactly, our rights end. In addi- would · have nothing to fear.
tion to these laws, we have penal- Ninety-percent of rapists get off;
ties for those who break them. an innocent person certainly
Though a barbaric concept to would also. So do not put yourself
many, these penalties serve as a in the shoes of a rapist unless you
deterrent. People, full of their own plan to rape. Our brilliant justice
God/ Constitution given freedom, system, a reflection of our own
avoid breaking laws, that are for views, has eliminated the possithe common good, so they will not bility of the law protecting us from
have their own freedom legally crime. Charles Bronson is not
taken away.
around to save us. And, of course,
Aware of how the pow- vigilantes do go to jail. And cerers to be tend to take away indi- tainly, I do not believe in violence
vidual freedoms unfairly, our as a means of combatting violence.
American ancestors went further Yet, how can we protect ourselves,
in protecting our individual rights. our community? The government
They made the criminal justice protects the rights of criminals.
system skewed in favor of the But what can it do to protect us.
accused. They did so, fearing of We cannot break the law and
course, that an unjust government, protect ourselves.
Hke the British one they faced,
What about institutions?
would always oppress the people. Can, for example, a University deThe fathers of our country gave cide who attends their school? Can
the individuals a little too much it possibly protect me, my sister,
credit, however. They did not you, and your girlfriend from
anticipate that Americans would violence? It cannot take away
kill, and rape, and steal as much as someone's freedom. It cannot put
we do. So if neither our noble somebody in jail. That is fine. I do
American spirits, nor the threat of not expect it to. The question simpenalty by law does not stop us in ply is whether or not it can decide
our pursuit of evil, the handi- if someone who hurt someone else
capped District Attorneys and should continue his/her enrollCounty Attorneysacrossthecoun- ment at the University. UNH, like
try must do the job. All too often, most similar institutions has some
they cannot beat the odds against rules of conduct.
them. When they cannot, the threat
Those who break these
of penalty is removed. This leaves rules face appropriate penalties,
nothing to deter criminals but that the most severe being expulsion.
questionable American spirit.
These rules are in the student
Nowhere is this problem handbook along with their corremore evident than with the crime sponding penalties. We all know
of rape. Our criminal courts (I them, or should. Nobody denies
cannot bring myself to call it a .the right of the University to projustice system) only convict 6-11 % tect the value of our degrees. But
of the rape cases they hear.Yet, we once again, a stumbling block is
know from the FBI that only 2% of hit when matters turn to our own
reported rapes are false reports. safety. The honorable Judge
The reason for this lies in the Nadeau has not helped student
dynamics of the crime. Eighty-five rights, as many believe. He has
percent of rapes occur between taken a way our safety. I do believe
acquaintances. The question in the University must be sensitive
these cases is not whether or not to the rights of the individual. But
she gave consent. In most cases it also has a responsibility to the
you must ~ecide between a man's community. Many of you may
word and a woman's. The man agree withJ udge Nadeau, that the
Christopher Estes
will beat the woman nearly every University has no business protime. Thrown in the tilted scales of tecting the community. Cheaters,
the criminal justice system, and we agree, should not be allowed
we all can understand why rapists to attend the University. Rapists,
really do not fear the friendly on the other hand, are welcome.
judge, or the trusting jurors.
I have a problem with
We also can begin to this. Please take the handcuffs off
understand why a woman may the University and let it protect us. ·
avoid traveling the criminal jus- And please take those handcuffs
tice route. Only 10% of women off the victims of rape. Give them
who are raped actually brave a chance to protect themselves.
To the Editor:
When the INFAMOUS
reporting. Those who do are then Haven't they been punished
BUDGET interferes with the safety
expected to put their lives on hold enough?
for 1-2 years while the courts scruof students on campus - things
have got to change. I am a DCE
tinize their character and credibilMarc Condojan
student here, as well as a MOTHER
ity. This must be pleasant, espeof a full time female student on
cially on top of the feelings associcampus. My problem started as I
ated with being a rape victim. I
am taking a DCE computer course.
will not belittle the victims pain by
The course is being offered at night
trying to explain it in words.
until 9:30 p.m. in BARTON Hall.
What our society tells us
Barton Hall is a beautiful location
To the Editor:
is that it is O.K. to rape. The con''Tales of Terror" (TNH during the day, but at night at

There is
no safety

Media
War

9:30, it is isolated. Unfortunately,
it also does not have a CAMPUS
SAFETY PHONE. I was trying to
arrange for a campus ride around
9:45 one night and found this out
the hard way.
,
There is a pay phone
outside the building, but that late
at night the door locks behind you
when you go out(for safety reasons), and the night I wanted to
secure a ride that pay phone didn't
accept quarters or dimes. Thank
goodness it took my last two nickels. Barton Hall also has a public
computer cluster for student use
at nights. After finding out about
this situation I called the police
department the next day. They
were very helpful and sent a letter
to Telecommunications. Telecommunications sent a letter to Thompson School. Due to BUDGET
PROBLEMS, no one has enough
money to install a phone for the
common safety of everyone who
takes classes hereon campus. Let's
hope that some lone, female student, or a handicapped person,
(OR MY DAUGHTER), will never
have an emergency situation come
up and not even be able to call for
HELP!!!! - due to poor budget
problems! After several weeks I
have not seen or heard of any
phone about to be installed.
Pat Nahin

Stop, ye
•
sinners
To the Editor:
Like Faust, are you publishers owned body and soul by
the international bankers? How
can you endure this festering boil,
this spiritual AIDS?
The wide spread famines
over the last decade are not due
primarily to natural disasters but
to the complete control of the
production and distribution of
food by the international bankers.
They determine who will eat and
who won't. In citing calculations
about famines that have contributed to the deaths of half-billion
people, President Hosni Mubarak
of Egypt showed that this happened during the period that socalled International Monetary
Fund conditionalities were imposed. One of the primary goals of
the Malthusian conditionalities is
to depopulate the Third World.
So, if you publishers continue to
muzzle the truth about these satanic helpers, who will have the
innocent blood of hundreds of
millions of victims on your hands.
President Bush is the
willing puppet of these bankers
and so is it any wonder that Bush
is pushing this unjust war? Will
the American people, like foolish
children, continue to follow pied
piper Bush down the road to destruction?

Cornelius U. Morgan
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By Gael D. Ulrich

Trashte lived inan apartment at the local school where I
taught science. For many years,
her parents and grand parents
served the community. Though
uneducated, they worked hard.
Their job was to dispose of the garbage. Each week, they would collect the residents' refuse and burn
it. The chimney atTrashte's grandparents' place smoked quite a lot,
so they were forced to live several
miles out of to}Vn. They buried the
ash in their backyard. Trashte's
parents lived outside of town too,
even though the exhaust from their
chimney .was cleaner than that of
most residences.
Trashte had a rather infamous uncle Lawrence in Massachusetts. His operation, between
the river and the Interstate, stood
for many years belching smoke
and surrounded by putrid waste.
The sight was offensive to passing
motorists until he was evicted and
the place cleaned up.
Adjacent neighborhoods
had arranged.for disposal for their
solid waste with some ofTrashte' s
cousins who buried the refuse on
their property out in the country.
When the State discovered that
contaminants were being leached
by rainwater and polluting wells,
they brought suit, and the cousins
closed shop.
This created problems.
People began to bury trash in their
own yards, but the health department clamped down. Others even
tried to hide their garbage in a
spare room, but the smell became
unbearable, and black slimy liquid started tp drip through the
floor boards. One famil ytried, after
dark, to cart their trash to a vacant
house next door. They were caught
by the police and issued a summons. People in these neighborhoods were becoming desperate.
Our community tried to
help by asking Trashte's parents
to take more refuse from outside,
but they were already overworked. Besides, they were getting old and ready to retire, the
ash they had been burying on their
lot was becoming a problem, and
people were beginning to ask

about pollutants coming from their
chimney:
The whole community
was relieved to find Trashte. She
had been to college, but was will-

ing to take on this unpleasant task.
She was not only efficient, but
resourceful, making arrangements
to take waste from the school and
from other neighborhoods. She
warned us, however, that her services would not be as cheap as that
ofherparents.Herequipmentwas
more modern and more expensive. Neither could she· perform
miracles. The people had to accept
the ash back and bury it in their
own yards.
It was great to get rid of
the stench and the worry, Trashte
moved into an apartment next to
that of Bill. He had lived there
since the school was built. His job
was to see that it was heated properly. Bill tolerated Trashte's presence next door, and she provided
steam from the burning of waste
to help heat the school. For this,
Trashte was given hospitality and
a share in the money saved, She
was frugal and efficient; even installed a generator to produce
cheap electricity for the school on
the side.
By now, some readers
will have seen through my allegory to recognize that Trashte is
an acronym for the Trash-to-En. ergy Plant which is located adjacent to the heating plant at UNH.
Bill's last name is Boiler, the equipment that burns residual fuel oil to
provide space heat and hot water
to the University. Trashte'sfamily
name is Incinerator. Incinerators
have done the dirty work of our
society for many years and have
gained an unsavory reputation in
the process. Two generations of
Incinerators preceded Trashte in
Durham. The first was located near
the current site of the Forest Park
and the Minidorms. The second
was an improved version whose
shell still stands at the Town dump
on Durham Point Road. In the
early 70's, stricter air pollution
standards required upgrading of
the Durham Point incinerator, and
townspeople were complaining
about the cost of its operation.
As a result, the Lamprey
Regional Waste Disposal District
was formed. It was a cooperative
venture supported by Durham,
UNH, and twelve surrounding
communities. They built a trashto-energy combustor next to the
UNH heating plant (The tall brick
smokestack belongs to the heating plant boilers. The shorter metal

one to the south is for the trash-toenergy unit). Energy from trash
combustion creates steam that is
used to generate electricity and
help the University's boilers heat
buildings and water. Part of the
fuel savings is returned to help
offset expenses at the trash-toenergy plant.
With this background,
let us return to our story:
Trashte, Bill, and school
administrators got along better
and better. BecauseTrashtecould
handle Bill's chores along during
the mild months, he had time to
clean up around the place and

•

make repairs. The school had an
emergency energy source in the
event of a problem at Bill's place.
Freedom from total dependence
on oil gave officials some flexibility in ~egotiating fuel prices.
After a few years, however, the neighborhood changed.
It was a fine school, albeit poorly
financed. Wealthy residents were
attracted to the town who knew
not Trashte or the arrangements
she had made. One day, some
neighbors were chatting at a PfA
meeting in the gym,
"How did Trashte get a
place in Town?" one wondered,
"Especially here at the school
where our children spend so much
time."
"It's not convenient for
me to bury the ash on my lot."
another responded. "I need more
space for a tennis court." Others
had similar complaints and
agreed to instruct Trashte that
they would accept the ash no
longer.
Trashte was insulted.
She complained to her friend Sewage System, "Look at the mess
they send to me, and now they
refuse to take back the 5% I can't
process. I'm going to tell these
people 'No ash, no trash!'" She
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locked her doors and left town for the community officials who had
a week.
studied the proposal in detail and
The people tried to get endorsed it. I knew that housealong without her, but the neigh- hold waste is a clean fuel and
borhood began to look like New that Trashte had a solid educaYork or Boston. They thought about tion. One ofTrashte' s prominent
their spare rooms, but some had colleagues told me that she and
heard stories, and they noticed the her siblings were responsible and
black stains on the floor under the respected in the profession.
oriental rug. Citizens finally met
I picked up the paper at
and decided they would continue the front door as I entered school
to take the ash for awhile, but the next morning. The article beTrashte must find another solution. ·gan on the front page. Statements
They would pay her extra.
from students were presented
Trashte was reluctant to first.
take on what she considered to be
''Trashte is an Incinerathe citizens' problem but after tor. She doesn't belong here."
awhile asked around, she found
"She smokes and polsomerelativesinanothertown who lutes our air."
had extra land and could use the
"She charges us to burn
money. They were poor, but proud our trash. Let's get rid of her. We
and vowed to accept the ash only if can recycle."
it could be contained properly, and
Testimony from exstored responsibly. They hired perts followed. It included the
experts to prepare the site, it was quotes from teachers and one
completed and inspected, but it was from the school nurse who said
expensive.
polluted air causes physiologiWhen residents got their cal damage and acid rain, and
next bill, they were furious and since Trashte is an Incinerator,
threatened to evict Trashte and find she must pollute the air.
someone else to do her job. Trashte
Finally, the reporter detried to save money by deferring scribed the results of his own inunessential repairs and postpon- vestigation. Sure enough, smoke
ing planned improvements, but it was not usually evident in the
was impossible. She must either daytime, but he saw it at night.
raise prices or give up.
Sometimes, on week-ends and
Meanwhile events were holidays, passerbys noticed soot
stirring within the school. Students coming from the chimney in early
had been studying about pollution. morning or just before dusk. AlThey read about incinerators:
most every morning, the reporter
"Incineration causes observed corrosive soot dust on
molecules to regroup and form the ground near the chirr.ney.
some of the most toxic molecules Some teachers complained about
known," wrote the League of Con- flakes of soot on their cars that
servation Voters.
spotted the paint.
The New Hampshire repI became uneasy. "Oh
resentative of the American Lung no," I thought to myself and
Association was quoted, "Stack searched hurriedly for the rest of
emissions alone can contribute to the article and the photo. There it
such health problems as birth de- was, just as I had feared.
fects, reproductive problems, lung
I picked up the phone
cancer and other respiratory disor- and dialed my friend, the manders, and neurological disorders." ager of services.
The scenario was playing
''Trashte's in trouble."
out just as Trashte feared. One I began.
student had been assigned to write
"What do you mean?"
an article for the school paper. H~
''Did you hear about the
had read about Incinerators, and principal's comments at the
heard there was one at the school. meeting?"
He began to watch the chimney
"No, I was out of town
and to interview people.
too."
Oneteachersaid, ''Trashte
"Have you read the
is disgusting. I see those soot flakes school paper?"
all over the place and smell the
He laughed, "I don't
fumes from my window. Her op- take anything serious that I read
eration is criminal." Teachers be- - there."
gan talking about Trashte in the
"It described clouds of
lunch room, and children told the smoke coming from the chimgossip to their parents.
ney, especially after dark; how
During an assembly of wel- Trashte is an Incinerator, that she
come, the new principal was ques- is dirty and fouling the environtioned about Trashte. He expressed ment." I paused and continued,
surprise and alarm that a person ''There was a photo."
like her had ever been allowed to
"Boiler?" he asked.
move into the school in the first
"Yeah, it was Boiler's
place. "Something must be done chimney, the tall brick one."
about her presence and her behavior."
Trashte didn't bother to
respond. No one would listen to
her.
To be continued
I had been out of town for
in the next issue.
the week but heard about the assembly from my wife. I was troubled. I didn't know Trashte well but
Gael Ulrich is a
had been around when she first
professor in the
offered to move in and process the
Chemical
trash. I listened to her presentation
and considered it sound, techniEngineering Dept.
cally and theoretically. I respected
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Before Sam was murdered
he told tv1qlly he'd
love qpg/ptotect

, oe,:toreVer.

Strafford Rm., MU'B
Thursday , February 14, 1991
• Students with ID $1

•

Non-Stude nts $2

5, 7:30, 10:00 p.m.
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Neil Young bring ing·
his Ragge d Glory to
Portla nd
By J.W. Morss
Arts Staff Reporter
Neil Young and Crazy Horse
Portland, ME

Neil Young is a rebel
conductor who executes his orchestrated mess with crfminal
precision. But alas, Mr. Young
was born to rock: he'll never be an
"Opera Star" - no matter what
shocking pink or noted blue garb
he might don from time to time.
And when Neil feels compelled to
get back on the highway with some
Rrrrrrapid Transit music, he brings
along his seminal garage band
Crazy Horse: drummer Ralph
Molina, bassist Billy Talbot, and
guitarist Frank Sampedro.
Neil Young has often
used Crazy Horse like a depend-

able piece of luggage: when his
journey through the past is over,
so is his need for the band. Yet
Mr. Young recognizes that Crazy
Horse fuels his need to thrash
and vent his rage at life's injustices (specifically his kids' medical problems and his own epileptic frailty) in wrist-wrenching
riffs which fire out of oversized
amplifiers in deadly earnestness.
The opening bands in
Portland Sunday night epitomized Neil's juggernaut tendencies. The LA-based Social Distortion played a tight thirty
minute set highlighted by tattooed vocalist/ guitarist Mike
Ness driving a descending lick
down the audience's throat on
"Bad Luck." After their set, some
bellowing mamas and fat papas

That was then, this is now, twenty years with Crazy Horse

described Social
Distortion as
'1oud," but nothing prepared
them for the
pools of feedback and dissonance lying just
ahead.
A 1 so
during the break,
a Deadhead declared that "the
next band will
only play thirty
minutes" but to
his and many
others' chagrin,
Sonic Youth delivered a ferocious forty-five
minute set start-

Neil Young, still rowdy arfter all these years

ingwithacompressed ''Tom Violence" and ending with a snappy
"Kool Thing." Sonic Youth positively drove both the ignorant and
the spiteful into cataclysms of
rage, like the heckler near me who
gave the band both fingers
throughout their set.
After Thurston Moore's
_overtly sarcastic farewell to the
throng's jeers and Bronx cheers, I
felt I might've been at a James
Taylor concert in '77 after the Sex
Pistols had just played (that never
happened of course). Only a
handful of people in the building
probably knew that Sonic Youth
had actually produced a cutting
version of Neil's "Computer
Age."
Unlike their immediate
predecessors to the stage, Neil
Young and Crazy Horse didn't
meetwithanyawkwar dand painful reception. The crowd was
stirred even before Neil and company appeared by Hendrix's "Star
Spangled Banner" blasting from
the PA while a "farmer" (roadie)
planted on stage a gigantic mike
which he proceeded to dress with
a yellow ribbon. This gesture,
albeit "staged," was definitely
heartfelt.
The twelve song, ninety
minute set sizzled from the first
well-known Rusty notes of "Hey
Hey, My My (Into The Black)" to
the rhythmic crunchout on the
encore "Farmer John." Neil grim-

(Courtesy Photo)

aced or grinned while delivering
his signature tremolo tough guitar
runs. The Ragged Glory cuts, especially the brutalizing "Love To
· Burn," easily held their own alongside the Neil classics "Cinammon
Girl" and "Powderfinger."
Two pleasant set surprises were an awesomely electrified "Crime In The City" from Freedom (which made up for the absenceofFreedomkillers ''Don't Cry''
and "No More") and an eerie version of Dylan's "Blowin' In The
Wind" which started out like Ragged Glory's sonic sunset-like
"Mother Earth."
However, when a
(moral?) majority of the audience
started pumping their fists and
rejoining the chorus on "Rockin' In
Free World," I wondered if perhaps they didn't get the point of
the song. Sure, Neil's message is to
persevere, but to persevere with
an awareness and concern for the
deprived, the abused, who walk or
stumble down our streets in the
most "Free World" of all.
I remember the same
misunderstanding surrounding
the release of Springsteen's uneasy
anthem "Born In The USA." Somehow though, even with psychedelic music playing in the mansion
on the hill, I believe that all of
Neil's fans will compassionately
persevere, thus leave behind them
a ragged but glorious legacy.
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Phish swims into Portsmouth Music Hall
I

By Philip Fujawa Jr.
Arts Editor
Everytime Phish comes to New
Hampshire it is an event for UNH.
Whether they play across the state
in Keene, or right here in the
Durham area Phish-heads by the
hundreds will show up. Fans will
stand in tye-died lines trying to
get tickets to sold out shows. For
those who have heard them before, Phish is a band on the rise.
Friday's performance at The
Portsmouth Music Hall gave fans
old and new a chance to truly
experience Phi sh at their best. The
three hour show was a mixture of
material from the band's previous
albums, Junta and Lawn Boy, with
new and old material never released. Phish's music denies
comparison. While their influences are obvious they are also
numerous and diverse. Their
music combines elements of rock,
jazz, bluegrass, and blues into a
final product that is distinctly their
own.
But if the truth be known you
need to see Phish to really appreciate them. Both Junta and Lawn
Boy, while being musically solid,
lack the energy and excitement of
their live performances.
When you arrive at a Phish
show, you know you are there.

Whatever the venue, it is bound to
be packed and when the music
starts you'll be hard pressed to
find someone not dancing. The air
is filled with growling guitar and
waving hands as Phish does their
thing.
Friday's performance showed
why Phish' s influence is growing.
The show was an illustration of
what the expression "tight but
loose" means. From the lilting
"Lawn Boy" to the raucous "Run
Like An Antelope" every song was
an arousing example musical interaction. The members of Phish
are masters of audience control.
Both sets ended with theaudience
in a frenzy. When they came back
for the encores they brought with
them a trumpet player who dazed
the audiences with his lightning
quick flourishes on Phish' s version of the ZZ Top classic "La
Grange".
Phish is one of the best entertainment values there is today.
Tickets are inexpensive, shows are
long,and the band has given 100%
every time I have seen them, including choreographed trampoline jumping.
Phish's popularity is growing
everyday so if you want to see
them before they break into the
big time you should do it soon.
The bands future plans include

Phish are anything but a sleepy act.

touringtheremainderofthespring
and working this summer for the
September release of their next
album, which is, as of now, untitled. In an interview following
Friday'sshowTrey Anastasio said

(Courtesy Photo)

that we can look forward to more
horns on the upcoming album.
The horn section will consist of
alto and tenor saxes along with a
trombone and trumpet,according
to Anastasio. September's release

Open .Line

promises to be exciting. Horns
will be an interesting addition to
Phish's live shows even if the horn
players don't end up on the trampolines with Trey and bassist Mike
Gordon.

FUNDED BY

Hours of operation: 6-9 pm, Sunday
through Thursday...
Phone: ©®~~~®~~

►

Open line is an annonymous and confidential phone line service offered to;
promote a positive awareness, give support, supply information, and in general
help all.people concerned and/or connected with gay, lesbian, bisexual issues.

Some commonly a-Sked questions ..... .
How can a person tnow if slie or lie is gay?
At the seHually speaking college age, seHual impulses are often miHed or blurred. A single thought that
homoseHual contact doesn't mean a person is gay. Likewise, a hundred heteroseHual eHperiences does
not mean she or he is straight (heteroseHual). Time is the best indicator: an attraction for women (or
men as it may be) that continues ouer a period of months, years.

'Wliat mates a person gay?

.

Authorities differ on how any type of seHuality is deueloped. Hinsey (1990) belieued that while one is
born with a biseHual potential, he or she -through) an infinite combination of positiue and negatiue
eHperiences - is shaped into an indiuidual seHual person who falls somewhere along a seHual
continuum. The scale, deueloped by Hinsey, has ratings between O and 6: O being eHclusiuely
heteroseHual and 6 being eHclusiuely homoseHual. In Hinsey's words: "The world is not diuided into
sheep and goats. Not all things are black nor all things white ... only the human mind inuents
catagories and tries to force facts into separate pigeon-holes."
_
There are the studies of Bell & Weinberg which state that seHual orientation is deueloped by
adolescence ..• maybe as early as age 5. In other words, Bell and Weinberg argue that homoseHual
feelings are not a matter of choice. Choice does, howeuer, enter the question. One can decide
whether and how to act upon them, and how to integrafe them into the conteHt of one's life.
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The New Hampsh ire/Mus icsmith UNH
Entertai nment Poll 1991
UNH, here's your chance to play critic. If you're tired of big magazine critics telling you what you should
· listen to, stand up and be counted, be part of The New Hampshire's first entertainment poll.
For the first time you have a chance to have your voice be heard. So pick your favorite movie, favorite .
band, and favorite song to be part of entertainment history. You don't have anything to lose.
What do you have to gain? How does a $30 gift certificate to the Musicsmith in the Newington Mall
sound? That's right if we draw your ballot from those sent in you'll get that prize, and if you don't win
you'll have the satisfaction of knowing you did your part for your favorite band or actor or whatever.
Complete the form below and stick it in the campus mail or bring it by The New Hampshire office (Rm
151 in the MUB). All the results will be printed in a future issue of The New Hampshire and the contest
winner will be drawn on February 20.

--------------------------------------------------Music
Best Band
Best Album - - - - - - - - - - - - Best Song
Best Male Vocalist
Best Female Vocalist
Best New Band
Best Video
Best Heavy Metal Group
Best Rap Group
Best Dance Group

Worst Band
Worst Album - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Worst Song _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Worst Male Vocalist- - - - - - - - - - - - - Worst Female Vocalist - - - --------Worst New Band- - - - - - - - - - - - - - Worst Video- --------------Worst Heavy Metal Band _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Worst Rap G r o u P - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Worst Dance Group _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Movies
Best Movie - - - - - - - - - - - - Best Actor- - - - - - - - - - - - - Best Actress - - - - - - - - - - - - Best Director

Worst Movie - - - - - - - - ------Worst Actor _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
_
Worst Actress _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Worst Director

Television
Best Drama - - - - - - - - - - - - - Worst Drama - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Best Comedy _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Worst Comedy _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Best Commercial
Worst Commercial - - - - - - - - - - - - - Name - -----------------Address -----------------Phone#

Just fold this section over so you can
read the address and put it in the
campus mail or drop it off at The
New Hampshire

The New Hampshir e Rm

....

151 MUB

Durham NH 03824
Attention·: Reader Poll
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. Mad about the
- Conduct System?
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The Student Conduct Oversight
Committee
will be holding a hearing on the Conduct System

-

?
■

Please help us review our system. Thank You!

?
■
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INTERNSHIPS
D I S C O V E .R

IN WASHINGTON, D.C
FROM
For More Info:
Contact Tim Stotz or
Scott Taggart
McConnell Hall Rooml20
(advising office)
862-3309
Now accepting applications
· for summer & fall terms
1991

G O L D

.

Buy your 14K gold Balfour ring now and get the finest 14K
gold qualit:, at $60 savings. But hurry - this special savings
gold rush is for a limited time only.
·

Thursday and Friday, Februrary 14 and 15
10:00a.m.-3:00p.m., MUB

-/v1sA)
Deposit required

Safe Walks
The UNH SafeWalks Program is the student volunteer arm of
the UNH Security Escort Service. A walking escort is offered
-to all members of the community to and from all on-camp~s
locations on a nightly basis.

...

Escorts are available seven days a
week, 6 pm - 2 am.
Telephone number 862-7233
Escorts arc proz,idcd by either SafcWalks z,o/untccrs, LlNH
Police Officers, or UNH Security Pcrson11c/, dcpc11di11g 011
t lz c ti 111 c of t lz c rcqu cs t. R cqu cs ts outs id c t lz cs c ti 111 cs IL' iII bc
lzandlcd 011 an availability basis.

Service Announcement

,..

..,_
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ACROSS
1 Bradley or
Sharif
5 Reluctant
10 Moist
14 Openwork
15 Have a
quarrel
16 Optical
component
17 Flaccid
18 Bucks
19 Seines
20 Arcane
knowledge
23 Poverty
24 Wrath
25 Diminished
28 Windows
above doors
33 Color
modulator
34 Queen: Fr.
35 Motortruck
'36 Told untruths
37 Piercing
pains
38 Roman
statesman
39 Quick flash

40
41
42
44
45
46
47
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62

63

Thicknesses
Afterwards
Non-com
Most tender
Ornamental
vase
Gamefish
Arcane pact
Like a bump
on Homer opus
Eternally
Season
Present
Nottaped
Grafted, in
Heraldry
Romances
in verse
Kill

DOWN
1 Jar
2 Household
help
3 Zenith
4 Atoned
5 Garnished
6 Nymph of
myth
7 Seaweed
derivative
8 lstambul
native
9 Oldtime
mercenaries
10 Clods
11 State
strongly
12 Apportion
13 Grammatical
tense
21 Nobility
member
22 Coastal
flyer
25 Reference
book
26 Idaho city
27 Lend (listen)
28 Principle
29 Carriages

30 Elliptical
31 Husband
and wife
32 Derisive
sound
34 Weather
word
37 Sowing
38 Chewy
candies
40 - Marquette
41 Solitary
43 Make baby
sounds
44 Hat and shoe
fabrics
46 Thesis
47 Yegg's
target
48 Verve
49 Ponyor
revolver
50 Century
plant
51 Cotton
machines
52 Wicked
53 Russian
river
54 Playing
card
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SCOPE PRESE NTS

anothe r faniou s

••
Winter Carnival
-tomo rrow9:00 PM
$2 Students

..

MUB Pub
$5 Non-stude nts

You must present your student ID at
the door in order to take advantag e of
our fabulous student rate .
No exceptio ns!
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Speaking on ' Football, Feminism, and
other Contemporary Contradictions"
in the Granite State Room, MUB

on Tuesday, February 19, 1991 at 7:30 PM
Admiss ion is free
Reception to follow at 9 PM in Senate/ Merrinlack Room.s, MUB
Sponsored by the Women's Issues Resource Center
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~

noise. Runs well now. Good Body.
Best offer 772-0956.

1981 Chevette Runs well (needs
carberator work). Must sell $200.
Steve 659-8185.

SMITH CORONA Laptop Personal Word Processors available
thorough your on-campus representative for the student rate of
only $460. Includes keyboard,
printer, and rechargeable power
pack. Retail $650-$700. Call Courtney at 868-9694 or 862-4016.

Large 2 floor, 2 bedroom, Apt. in
Lee. Great for 3 people off st. parking, private deck and yard, skyBuy a piece of the past. 1978 V.W. lights 5 min. drive to campus. Only
Bus (1986 engine); excellent condi- $660 I month heat included call 659tion, 4 speed, radio /tape/ quadro- 8648 leave message. ~
phonic, optional cargovan, and 10
man tent attachment option (not
included). Must be seen. Call 7425616 days, 742-5619 eves. after 6
pm and weekends.

Win $100 or more! UNH MADNESS - campuswide scavenger
hunt. Friday, Feb. 15 at 10 pm to
Sunday, Feb. 17 noon. In Spaulding 135. Registration Forms: MUB
126, Hall Councils, IRO, at Late
Night. Questions Call: Andre
Simoneau #5123 or Tammy Ponte
#4530

WANTEDCruise Ship Jobs - HIRING Men,
Women. Summer/Year Round.
PHOTOGRAPHERS, TOUR
GUIDES, RECREATION PERSONNEL. Excellent pay plus
FREE travel. Caribbean, Hawaii,
Bahamas, South Pacific, Mexico.
CALL NOW!!! Call refundable. 1206-736-7000, Ext. C497.

ENJOY THE OUTDOORS? ENJOY WORKING WITH INDIVIDUALS
WITH
DISABILITIES? Become a Camp
Counselor for our Unique Integrated Camping Program in New
Hampshire's Lakes Region, June
23-August 17. Contact: Lisa Lambert for more information. 8622392. Apply now-Limited Positions.

FOR
SALE
1985CJ7RenegadeJeep,Renegade
Package. 6 cyl. 5 spd. Hardtop.
Extras $3000 or B.0. call 603-743-

4453.
TOOLS: Wrench alloy steel for
$44.95 now only $39.75: + $3.50
sh/hd. 40 piece set socket and tool
set for $36.95 now only $30.75: +
$3.50 sh/hd. Buy 2 get a Free Gift,
a door chain alarm. Send check or
money order or JED Massey
Wholesalers and retail, 28 River
Rd., Farmington, NH 03835-9801:
phone 755-3491.

SCUBA GEAR EVERYTHING
FROM A-Z. Only used 3 times.
$1,000 for everything. Articles
separately, priced for individual
sale. Call 664-2968.

1988 Suzuki GSXR 750, Immaculately prepared and maintained.
Stock or Yoshimura Duplex race
exhaust. Fox shock, steel brake
lines, New race compound Dunlup 591s. Fully street legal. 166
mph at Daytona Int. Speedway.
$3795 call Denver 749-1445
NIGHTS.

Joined Peace Corps. Must sell '87
Chevy Sprint 58,000 miles. Engine

Large room available in old farmhouse located on 17 horse-stall
farm. 3 miles from Durham. $260
and utilities (cheap!) call Jane days:
862-3494. nights: 659-2843.

I-Shirts

l1~iRVICES
I
I
Need a paper typed?
Call Jen (4226).
Fairshild 204
$1 per page.
Ready when you need it.

TYPING - call Dana, Stoke 520
(5833) for all typing needs. $1.25
per page for spell/grammar
checked professional reports, resumes, labs, etc.

~-

RUSH PHI MU FEB 4-20!

To the person who took my
leather jacket from Sigma Nu
(Thurs.Jan 31) it would be nice if
you returned the jacket, but if
you can't find it in yourself to do
that, I would really appreciate
the keys and the I.D.s since neither are really of use to you.
Think About It! No questions
asked (to MUB info).

SPEAK - OUT. Diversity & the
UNH Curriculum should it be
part of our education? Thursday, February 14, Strafford
Room, MUB 12:30-2:00

Gourmet Dinner Tickets for Friday, February 22 are now on sale
at the MUB Ticket Office!!!

fux_Run Mall
Newington,
NH
431-4355

Screenprinting
and
Embroidery

"Snowbound in the Swiss Alps"
Experience the first gourmet dinner of 1991!!!

5th roommate needed for Durham apartment -10 min. walk to
campus,ownroom,$255/mo.(includes heat), ncn-smoker 8686833.

Wearables - Buttom
Pens - Stickers - Etc

.91.rtist on Staff

Gourmet Dinner Tickets, "Snowbound irt the Swiss Alps" Buy
them now at the MUB Ticket
Office NOW!!!

THE BASIC RESUME - $30 Professional word processing, disc
storage, quality paper with coordinating envelopes, choice of format. Call Diana 659-2359.

PHI MU SPRING RUSH FEB. 420
WANTED - a pair of tap shoes
(good condition) preferably
character taps - size 7-8 please
call Nancy 742-0079 leave message.

THINK PINK AND RUSH PHI
MU! COME SEE WHAT WE'RE
ALL ABOUT!

Dannon Lowfat soft frozen yogurt is at Classic Cone. Check
out our frozen flurries with an
assortment of fabulous add-ins!!

I

HOUSINGI
Durham - 5th roommate needed,
non-smoker, 10 min. walk to
campus, own room - $255 /mo.
(includes heat). call 868-6833

Rent at the Coops. Two, three, four
and five person units available.
Walk to all campus facilities. Two
parking spaces per unit. Heat and
hot water included. Call Paul at PJ
Maguire agency, 868-1262.

Spacious, modern duplex, halfmile from UNH. Private, skylights,
wall-to-wall, Call 868-7434. ($545
included heat and garage).

IIII

TRAVEL

I

Panama City Beach, Florida. Cancun and Jamaica. Relieve stress you deserve the break! Call Mike
868-6960.

Florida for under $20 a .night?
Hotel directly on Panama City
Beach? Sure it is! Call Mike 8686%0 for details.

IPERSON~I
First meeting of the Student Coalition For the Homeless on Tuesday, Feb 12 at 7:30 pm the Notch
Room, MUB. ·cET INVOLVED!!!

Check it out!!! Classic Cone now
has Dannon Frozen Yogurt and
also Flurry's with an assortment
of fabulous toppings!!

SPEAK - OUT. Diversity & the
UNH Curriculum should it be
part of our education? Thursday, February 14, Strafford
Room, MUB 12:30-2:00

RUSH PHI MU - COME SEE
WHAT WE ARE ALL ABOUT!

SPEAK - OUT. Diversity & the
UNH Curriculum should it be
part of our education? Thursday,
February 14, Strafford Room,
MUB 12:30-2:00

TONIGHT (at 9:30)
in Glory Daze
MATT MELLO.
singing and playing the piano
MUSIC. ...On The Rocks!

RUSH PHI MU FEB. 4-20!!!
SISTERS OF CHI OMEGA
GET READY FOR THE BEST

WINTER CARNIVAL RAID
YOU HAVE EVER HAD.
THEBROTHERSOFPHIKAPPA
THETA.

What is the Student Trust~? Call
Wally Keniston (candidate) to
find out at 862-1494. Thank you
for your s~pport.

THE NEW HAMPSHIRE, TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 12, 1991
Computer department of international headquarters looking for
people with MacIntosh experience: Competitive salary! Earn
credits! FIELD EXPERIENCE 8621184.

Drummer looking for intermediate guitar or bass players to Jam
and drink a few beers. Play blues
influenced rock such as stones,
but will play most anything but
punk or post-modern crap. Sheehan, this is Sketta. 868-6964 ask for
Jon.

SPEAK - OUT. Diversity & the
UNH Curriculum should it be part
of your education? Thursday,
February 14, Strafford Room, MUB
12:30-2:00
Schnoogie: Sorry I puked $100.
Feel free to show me the same
gratitude any time you want, hell
even on the floor of my car. (of
course, if you did it on the floor of
your car, it wouldn't make that
much of a difference.) Love, SLG

Alyson, remove the spring H20
so we can make banana bread.
We've had enough of her. Haven't
we, Linda? Love Eileen.
Tony-Hi sexy! Thanks for all you
do. You are an important part of
my life and definitely hold a special place in my heart. Gina.
Will you please finish S-Lab!!!!

APPLI CATIO NS ARE
AVAIL ABLE IN THE
SENA TE OFFIC E FOR:

Rob and I are the only ones who
didn't writeanymushyperson als.
That's because we're cool.
Hi hon! Happy Valentine's Day,
early. I look forward to an evening in the bubbles, dinner and
etc. I love you, so there! D.M.

Ylssistant Senate
'Business Manager

Gus has got a secret, and he ain't
tellin'!!
Stu, Mexican food, bowling, what
more can I ask for????
Carol, Trish-Happy Valentine's
Day. Good luck with your many
men. Really.

Ylssistan t
'E~ecutive Officer

I'm still sorry.
Donna Jcanne--HEY HEY HEY!!
Sorry I did not call you forever!
Don't be too mad ..you KNOW I'm
busy and that I'm still thinkin of
you!!! Lin.
Pain in the Butt SWM 22 seeks
indecisive SWF 19 for evenings
filled with long talks and walks
about Akbar and Jeff,Dances With
Wolves, Twin Peaks,three ring
rings, and squeeky toys.
,Hey Celia, sorry about being a
pain, but I love and miss you very
muc-h. You know how to get a
hold of me if you want to. I hope
you do, I'll be waiting. PRF

Hi THB! You should get a personal before you graduate! I hope
you enjoyed the chicken and my
cookies and got astrophysics done.
I love you ..... D

Laura and Steve, you lovebirds,
have a nice Valentines Day!!!
Brian, HI! l miss you .. Happy Valentine's Day. I love you. Linda .
Kimmipoopoo, I wish you were
still around all the time to pick on.
Happy Valentines Day. I love You
Birgcr

Pick up yours in Room
130, MUB

MJR: I can't wait to spend my first
Valentine'.s day with you. I love
you like cupcakes. Yours, LAD

Return to Ji111 Batty or Corinne
Moore by Februar y 15, 4:00 p.111.

Hey you! Do you snowboard? l
have a car, and I'm looking for
someone who wants to shred with
me on weekends and snowy days.
Call Christa: 659-7687.

Any Questions ?

THE

T

Kath-Happy 21st!(early) You're a
great friend and roommate.
Thanks. Gina

Heidi and Karen-Keep smiling!

'Wou[dyou
[if« to put in
a persona[ or
a c[assified· ?
Stop by the

BUSINESS

OFFICE
RoomllOB, MUB
or call 862-1323

Call 862-1494

WendyCarlinandGailR obertson:
You are both tramps. Ha-ha.

Bri, You're simply the best ..
better than all the rest! Happy Val- ·
entine'sDayand Happy Anniversary, Gus and I love you lots. Leeni.

I'm serious about this canoe thing.
Really, I am. But I hope my cooking doesn't kill you first.
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RELAX AT,Tf-lE PRIVATE 1-IOT TUB ROOM RENTALS
AND TANNING FACILITIES
• Showers, Dressing Area_ and Stereo in each Tub Room • Suite with Video Player and Lo
A
•
• Towels and Hair Dryers Furnished. Juices & Disposable Bathing Suits Availab~n.ge rea
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'Cats fall at BC; showdown with PC next
Home ice advantage at stake on Friday
By Glenn Sabalewski
Sports Editor
UNH had their chances to
break Boston College's season-long
home undefeated streak on Friday
night. But it wasn't to be.
Minutes after a spectacular
goal at 2:15 of the second period by
Joe Flanagan cut the BC lead to 3-1,
Domenic Amodeo had the puck
for what seemed an eternity in the
high slot all alone with the 'Cats on ·
the power play.
Amodeo picked up a loose
puck, used the open space in front
of him to get closer and ripped his
slap shot, which may be the hardest on the team. BC goalie Scott
·J;J '';#]
LaGrand never even reacted as the
puck whistled in and hit the crossbar.
"We had a chance to get one
(and get back in the game) there,"
Amodeo said. "I don't know what
it is about this place. It is tough to
play in this rink."
UNH dropped to 19-9-2 overall and are still ranked 12th in the
nation. The Wildcats dropped to 78-2 (16 points) in Hockey East with
four games left. Providence split a
pair of games with Maine over the
weekend to go up four points ahead
of UNH in the standings for fourth UNH goalie Jeff Levy makes the save as Steve Morrow levels an Eagle on Friday. (John Comer photo)
place and the final home playoff
ond period. Mcinnis hit Emma in
day. Bruce MacDonald, who and backhanded the puck past
spot.
front with a pass from the high
advan1-0
a
to
BC
staking
Levy
UNH hosts Providence Friday played in place of the injured Scott
right slot. UNH appeared to be
night at 7 in what is a must win if Morrow, separated his shoulder tage.
finished for the night. Then
BC extended it to 2-0 with just
the 'Cats are to have any chance at and is very doubtful for Friday.
Flanagan struck.
17 seconds left in the first period.
Morrow should be ready for PC.
gaining home ice.
Chris Winnes made a steal in
David
from
puck
the
getting
After
lookbe
would
BC
hopes
Any
prove
The BC game may also
the center ice zone and broke in
costly injury-wise. DefensemanJim ing ahead to the Bean pot final were Emma, the Eagles' Bill Guerin hit
with Flanagan on his right and the
McGrath has a badly bruised hand. erased early as the Eagles con- a streaking Mary Mcinnis behind
'Cats skating on a 2-on-2 rush.
it
put
Mcinnis
defense.
UNH
the
Farley
Sean
period.
first
the
trolled
trainer,
team
Glenn Riefenstahl,
Winnes pushed the puck over to
said McGrath was unable to hold a opened the scoring just 2:17 in the past Levy, who had no chance.
Flanagan on his right. The junior
Emma, BC's all-time leading
stick as of yesterday. However, contest. UNH goalie Jeff Levy
then beat one defender,
sniper
combined
Mcinnis
and
scorer,
Riefenstahl gives McGrath a 75 stopped an initial shot, but Farley
faked LaGrand cut of his skates
percent chance of playing on Fri- . picked up the rebound in front again just 58 seconds into the sec-

~ -·

Hoop
loses
.By Jen Merrifield
Sports Staff Reporter
Plagued by turnovers and
fouls Saturday afternoon, the
Wildcats lost to Colgate 82-69.
UNH had clawed back into
the game after being down 10
points at the half. The lead was cut
to four late in .t he second half, but
the Red Raiders were hot from the
foul line down the stretch to seal
the victory.
Despite the efforts of Kendall
Daly and Julie Donlon, high scorers for the 'Cats with 16 points
each, UNH was dominated by
powerhouse Suzanne Bowen of
Colgate. Before fouling out of the
game in the second half, Bowen
racked up 34 points and 10 rebounds.
Daly lead UNH in rebounding 6. The 'Cats season record
dropped to 7-13.
They hope to improve their
NAC record of 1-5 when Vermont The women's hoop team fell to a tough Colgate squad on Saturday, a
visits Lundholm Gymnasium game televised on Channel 9. (John Comer photo)
Wednesday at 7 pm. .

on the near post, and went behind
the net beating the netminder to
the far post for a wrap-around
goal. It was his team-leading 20th
of the year.
UNH trailed only 3-1, but
after Amodeo hit the crossbar, BC
regained their composure, and
control of the game. David
Franzosa and Guerin made it 5-1
Eagles by the end of the period.
"They executed very,well through
the center zone," said UNH coach
Dick Umile. "I think that was the
difference."
Franzosa scored at 9:50 with
Levy, UNH co-captain David
MacIntyre, and a BC player all
down on the ice in front. A backhander somehow slipped through
the crowd in front.
Gueriri scored at 18:47, a 10footer, with assists to Emma and
Mcinnis.
UNH put on some pressure
in the third period as BC fell back
into a more defensive posture.
Despite some excellent chances,
including at least three by freshman Glen Stewart, UNH failed to
score until there was just 1:32 left
in the game.
Greg Klym put his 15th of the
year past Mike Silva,the third
Eagle goalie of the night. Klym
scored from just inside the blueline
after getting a pass from co-captain Riel Bellegarde.
"We had some chances, but
we didn't put them in," Umile
said. "We can play with them. I
know that."
Levy made 28 saves and the
three BC goalies combined to stop
28 as well. Attendence was 7,884
in the Conte Forum, named after
the late Silvio 0. Conte, who
passed away over the weekend.

Men's track 4th
By Dan Bureau _

Sports Staff Reporter
Two weeks ago they beat URI,
last weekend they edged UMASS
for the first time in almost ten
years, but this weekend the men's
track team didn't keep with their
upset streak as they managed a
very respectable fourth place finish at the Eastern Championships.
The team was only bettered
by URI, Southern Connecticut, and
UMASS respectively. So were the
wins against URI and UMASS a
couple of lucky breaks? UNH
coach Jim Boulanger doesn't see
them that way. "Our depth in the
tri meets was much better head to
head. They just performed better
in this championship."
Against the top notch com petition (URI had two people who
alone combined for fifty points),
the team managed one first place
finish in the wake of Barney
Borromeo's 6.45 second win-in the
dash. UNH had two second-place
finishes with Doug Sargent and
GregTaylor,clinchingspotsin the
high jump and the shot respectively. The team lived up to its
fourth place showing with several

of the tracksters placing third and
fourth.
As for the overall performance of the team at the championship, Boulanger said, ''They competed very, very well. Their physical level may have not been as
intense but mentally they were
very intense. They had good quality performance. We were just
caughtbyMurphy'slaw. We were
mentally there, but physically it
was a lot tougher."
The team is looking now
ahead to the final 3 meets of the
season, the NA C's at BU, the New
Englands and the IC4A at Princeton. Benlanger cites a constant
battle against good teams as the
catalyst for a strong performance
at the upcoming events.
"We plan to finish in thetop8
of the conference. We are getting
competition though. We should
edge out Maine and Vermont if
we upgrade our ability to perform
in these big meets."
Boulanger added, ''We have
to sustain our competitive edge.
We have two weeks to get ready
and we'll be working hard with
our sights set on the New
Englands."
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Track sending runners to New Englands
Women drop UMass, beaten by URI
By Michele Page

Sports Staff Reporter
On Saturday, Senior Day. at
the Paul Sweet Oval, the UNH
Women's track and field team
hosted the University of Massachusetts and the University of
Rhode Island.
When all was run, jumped,
and thrown, URI topped the field
with 62 points, UNH garnered 47
points, and UMass finished with
35 points.
· For UNH, the star of the day
was co-captain Kristy Downing.
Even though she was feeling a
little tired, Downing pulled out
firsts in the 55 meter hurdles and
the long jump. UNH coach Nancy
Krueger said even though her performances weren't quite as good
as last week, Downing has been
consistent.
As for the other UNH performers, many personal records
were established and a few more
athletes qualified for the New
England Championships.
In the 600 yard, junior Kristine
Grange finished third behind
Ambrose and URI' s Alves. Her
time of 1:28 is not only a personal
record because it is the first time
she runs it, but also a New England qualifier ti~e. Krueger feels
this could be her race and would
like to see her run this one again.
Junior Amy Brown'.s sprint in
the 200 meters was good enough
for a ·second. Brown ran a tough
race against Ambrose, and once
again proved that this is her best
race. Krueger feels she is very
powerful and can only get better.
Another New England qualifier was sophomore Judi Robichaud. In a race that was more her
speed, Robichaud ran a very

running 7.4 seconds.
The 4 X 400 meter relay team,
in a highly anticipated finish, finally qualified for the New
Englands. The team consisted of
Grange in the start, Schofield
running second, newcomer to the
relay freshman Sue Thayer taking
up the third leg, and Brown running anchor.
After the relay, Thayer said,
"It was good, I'd do it again." ·
Krueger said, "We just pulled her

out, said 'have you ever run a
quarter' and put her in. She ran a
real strong leg."
In the final event of the day,
the 4 X 800 meter relay team finished second. Krueger felt it was a
"real fine effort." "I wanted to
give the distance crew a chance to
have more concentration in their
individual events. This was a
double to give the kids a second
chance to see where their 800 meter
times were. They did a fine job,"

said Krueger.
All three coaches felt it was a
very competitive meet with good
performances and some excellent
personal improvements.
"We had some good performances even if they weren't all good
enough for a place," said URI coac~
Lauren Anderson.
Coach Julie La Freniere of
UMass said, "When I came into
this meet, I figured URI would
win. They're strong all around.
We do not fill the field, but we've
got a good group of quality individuals."
The day may have been dedicated to the seniors, but the stars
of the meet were the double winners. UNH's Kristy Downing,
URI's Liz Legault, and UMass's
Lee-Ann Ambrose and Liljeblad,
all had double successes.
Legault started the trend by
setting two new Paul Sweet Oval
records in the 20 pound weight
and the · shot put. Both throws
broke the records by three feet or
better.
Ambrose followed suit in the
200 meter and the 600 meter. Her
600 meter race also broke an oval
record by five seconds. Both races
were extremely powerful.
In the 100 yard and the mile,
Liljeblad was the dominator. The
mile was her first race. As the gun
went off, Liljeblad took the lead
and never relinquished it. Her
finish of 5:08blewawaythestanding record of 5:33. In the 1000 yard,
it wasn't quite as easy. With two
laps to go, Liljeblad made her move
on URI' s Pfahl and never looked
back.
Next week, UNH will be
down at Boston University for the
North Atlantic Conference meet ..

spots one, two, and three. Sally
Knight of UVM won · the event
with a time of 2:06.25. UNH' s first
finisher was Erin Sullivan at 19th

with a time of 2:14.53. Hillary
Rockwell was 23rd with a time of
2:15.04. Heather Rowe, 2:17 .66, and
April Childs, 2: 18.52 were 29th and

30th, respectively. The Wildcats
took fifth as a team.
,
UNH's next meet is at the
Williams Carnival this weekend.

Heather Lebo during the long jump at Saturday's tri-meet. (John Comer photo)

competitive 2:47 in the 1000 yard
run. She said she ran her own race
because the field was so tough. "I
was psyched I qualified for New
England's," said Robichaud.
Co-captain Schofield also felt
good about her performance in
theSS meter race. "I just wanted to
get down to the time I ran at the
beginning of the season and I did
that, so I was glad," said Schofield. Krueger was happy too, saying that Schofield is consistently

Dahl leads
men's ski team
at Dartmouth
By Darren Danforth

Sports Staff Reporter
Last Friday and Saturday, the
UNH ski team was in Hanover to
compete in the 81st annual Dartmouth Winter Carnival.
UNH placed fifth in the men's
competition with 235 points, finishing behind the first place University of Vermont, 342 points,
Dartmouth, 304 points, Middlebury, 296 points, and Williams,
280 points.
The high point of the weekend for· the Wildcats was Ivar
Dahl's first place finish in the men's
giant slalom with a time ofl :59 .10.
As a team, UNH finished third in
the eleven team giant slalom field.
Only Dartmouth and Williams
finished higher. Other UNH skiers
to place in the event were Kurt
Hammond, 13th, 2:03.8, and Ace
Eaton, 24th, 2:07.58.
In the cross country race, the
Wildcats ended in fourth as UVM
ran away with the event, taking

five of the top six spots. Knut
Nystad of UVM won with a time
of 45:52.8. Top finishers for UNH
were Pat Weaver, 12th, 49:29.1,
Charlie Boswell, 15th, 50:15.3, and
Art Sanders, 19th, 50:42.0.
In the women's events, UVM
again took the top honors with a
total of 370 points. UNH finished
in the middle of the pack behind
Middlebury, Dartmouth, Williams, and St. Lawrence.
In another Vermont dominated event, Laura Wilson won
the cross country race with a time
of 33:11.0. The Catamounts took
four of the top five spots in winning the race. UNH finished in a
tie for fourth with Williams. The
'Cats were led by Maria Hassett
and Kate Thomas who placed 7th
and 9th respectively. Hassett finished in 35:36.0, and Thomas had
a time of 41:10.7. At a time of
41:11.5, Jeannine Sell was 35th.
UVM also controlled the
women's giant slalom, taking
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Men's v-ball
loses, winning
streak over
By Michelle Hawkins

Sports Staff Reporter
When the bus pulled out of
the UNH parking lot on it's way to
Northeastern Sunday, the -men's
volleyball team was short three ·
starters and one second string
player due to injuries. The 'Cats
knew that they had a tough match
ahead of them and when the day
ended they were on the losing side
for the first time this season.
The first game saw the 'Cats
down 6-0 right off the bat. Strong
blocking in the front l_ine by Pat
Ryan, Hank Pokigo, and Andy
Matthews helped the team pull
back into the race. Northeastern
started hitting long, trying to avoid
the blocks, and the UNH
scrambled to pull ahead. Slowly,
Northeastern began to regain
control and ended up the victors
of game one by a score of 15-9.
In game two, UNH picked up
the pace and jumped ahead to a 60 lead of their own. They didn't
take advantage of it like their
opponents had, and the second
game turned into another loss of
15-11.
Joe Hanrahan had a great
game for the Wildcats and the
whole team was very scrappy, not

letting much hit the floor.
Northeastern' s strong offense was
just too much for them.
Even after two loses in a row,
the tough 'Cats weren't ready to
give up. They battled their way to
a 15-13 win in the third game,
playing extremely well. They were
all over the floor and Ryan and
Nick Foley had a lot of great saves
for the team. Hanrahan ended the
game with a strong kill for the
'Cats, one of the few they had for
the day.
The team was pumped and
they took the floor looking for
another win. Again the play was
intense but even though Matthews
had a good game on the net and
the 'Cats made several comebacks,
their third loss was inevitable. The
bench played very well the entire
day but experience was a key factor in this match and UNH just
didn't have enough.
Ryan said, ''The loss was an
unfortunate one. It's hard to play
to your potential when two starters and one regular reservist are
out. We played well, but we are
capable of pulling together and
playing better."
The volleyball team will be
traveling to Boston University for
a tri-match next Sunday at 12 noon.
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Had to be said
A Column By Rob Heenan
Sports Editor

their ears and shaving cream
on their faces.
That is a team leader.
· Now all he has to do is
bring a Wcrld $eries championship in the next four years
and he'll be as big in Boston
history as Paul Revere.

Is it me or are sports
salaries becoming the new
thing for Americans to try
to rip apart? I called home
on Sunday and my mother
said, "I can't believe what
they're paying Roger CleDee Brown won the anmens! The guy was arrested
nual NBA Slam Dunk Contest
two weeks ago."
on Saturday. At 6'1", Brown
Clemens signed for
beat out 6'10" Shawn Kemp of
$21.5 million over four
Seattle with a blind dunk (he
years and all I heard from
covered his eyes with his arm)
everybody was that he
and a two-ball dunk, while one
wasn't worth it. Let's face
was sitting on the rim. I still
it, no one is worth it. But,
don't believe that a Celtic won
why shouldn't he get it?
the slam dunk contest.
Every:time he pitches, home
and away, the stadium is
After being forced to play
full/People go to see som~
be the league office, Charles
thing that they've never
Barkleyonlywentoutand won
· seen before, and he just may
the MVP of the All-Star game.
.deliver every time he steps
Imagine if he was healthy.
onto the field.
He also means so much
Reggie Lemelin is back
to the Red Sox, even on the
and playing well. The Bruins
days that he doesn't pit_ch.
beat Chicago on Saturday and
They need his mental attitude and his will to win. In . Quebec on Sunday. They now
have the best record in the NHL
_Sea!tle last year, Clemens
and have the majority of their
-- sta.r tec:Itheteamintoarally_ - cap · competition with the -: team out with injuries. It just
go~s to show that, excluding
Mari!lersinagametheSox
I>:< ~veritu·auy won in extra . their superstars, the rest of the
-innin·gs, with their hats on · Bruins are interchangeable
players, who will probably win
.: inside i()~t, coke cups on

the Stanley Cup this year.
Russian Sergei Bubka
broke his own record for the indoor pole vault this weekend,
clearing 19 feet 11.5 inches. I
think this is just a little bit high
for a human being to jump. It's
got to hurt when you land.
UNH hockey fans can feel
a little better today after seeing
that BC lost to BU in the Beanpot final. I think I hate BC as
much as Maine now. Does
anyoneonthiscampuslikeBC?
Let me know if you do and
why.
Sugar Ray Leonard finaHy
decide it was time to hang up
his gloves after he got pummled
on Saturday night by Terry
Norris. He said he finally
learned that he didn't have it
anymore. If the judges hadn't
given him the . fight against
Marvin Hagler and the draw
against Thomas Hearns, maybe
he wouldn't have had his head
handed to him,
CONGRATULATIONS
TO COACH JIM BOYLAN
AND HIS WILDCAT BASKETBALL TEAM. The monkey is
finally off your backs, next up,
theNCAAs.

UNH
WILDCATESSEN·

COME TO THE WILDCATESSEN
FEBRUARY 13TH, FROM
8:00-10:00 PM AND ENJOY
FREE PIZZA SLICES ·

WILDCATESSEN PIZZA IS
MADE WITH OUR OWN HAND
ROLLED DOUGH, MARINARA
SAUCE AND MIXED CHEESE.
WHY NOT TRY SOME OF THE
BEST PIZZA IN TOWN AND
TONIGHT IT'S
"ON THE HOUSE!"

Athle
of the

Week
presented
by:

HAYDEN
SPC)RTS

38 Main Street
Durham,NH
03824

Name: Ivar Dahl
Sport: Giant Slalom
,
Ivar Dahl, a junior from
Franconia, N.H., placed 1st in
the Giant Slalom at the
Dartmouth Winter Carnival to
lead the Wildcats this week.
His winning time was 1:59.10.
Earlier this season, Ivar
finished 2nd in the Vermont
Carnival, and the Soil Science
major has been a key to the
Wildcats' success this winter.
His performance at Dartmouth
this weekend should help him
toward his quest for All-East
and All-American Honors.

Look for the "Athlete of the Week" every
Tuesday, ONLY in The New Hampshire!
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Women's hockey sweeps two; beat NU in OT
Large crowd helps Wildcats to crucial victory
By Chris York
Sports Staff Reporter
The UNH Women's Hockey
team had a more than successful
weekend beating both Northeast-

em University and Colby College
res pecti vel y.
Saturday afternoon the Wildcats hosted longtime rival, Northeastern for Women's Hockey

Appreciation Day. Coming into
this game Northeastern was one
game up on the Cats with two
meetings between the teams left
in the season.

After beating NU, the women's hockey team could host the ECAC Tournament. (John Corner photo)

UNH was determined to get
this win at home. Northeastern
scored first and put New Hampshire in a position to play catchup. Only ten seconds into the second period Karyn Bye tied the
game.
"I think we needed that goal
in the second period. We needed
to get the score tied," said UNH
coach Russ McCurdy.
Through the third period
UNH had a few attempts to take
the lead, but were stonewalled by
Northeastern goalie Sue Guay,
who incidentally was engaged the
night before the game. Guay had
39 saves for the game. Erin Whitten was just as spectacular in net
with 17 saves.
Tough defense by both teams
forced the game into sudden death
overtime. Once again it was Bye
who put the puck in the net for the
Wildcats only fifty seconds into
overtime.
"That last shot, it wasn't finesse, it was just pure force," said
McCurdy. "She (Bye) just forced it
in with everything she had."
For the game, UNH had a
much larger crowd than usual. It
was "definitely double, probably
triple" the normal attendance, according to Lisa Markley, UNH
women's sports information director.
Sunday afternoon's game,
proved to be a nightmare for

Colby. UNH scored right away as
Dawn Thibodeau forced one past
Colby goalie Dina Cloutier, who
did her best with 32 saves. With
only five minutes gone in the second period UNH had a 7-0 lead
over Colby.
McCurdy said he wanted to
take it easy on Colby. They ·h ad
lost 10-0 to Dartmouth the week
before.
Throughout the second period McCurdy moved some of his
players around.
The third period showed little
of Karyn Bye who was sitting on
the bench. McCurdy said she was
tired from the Northeastern game
and wanted to give more time to
his younger players.
The third period was fun for
the entire team, as shone by the
smiles on the bench. As Shauna
Davidson and Ellen Weinberg
came to the bench after changing
lines they exchanged congratulations by hitting each other's helmets. Davidson hit Weinberg and
knocked her off the bench and the
two broke into laughter. McCurdy
said he wanted them to have fun,
but still play disciplined hockey.
It was a pretty slow day for
UNHgoalieLauraStiles, who only
faced three s~ots on net and saved
them all.
UNH travels to Providence
to take on Brown tomorrow at 7
pm.

Gymnasts nipped
By Katie McGowan

timidated by Penn St. when it came
Sports Staff Reporter
to the beam," said Goodspeed.
Though falling to defeat
Overall Penn St. beat the WildSaturday night against Penn cats on the floor routines but both
State, the UNH women's gym- junior Beth Butcher and freshman
nastics team showed strong ef- Nicole Mullins were able to place.
fort with many outstanding indi- Allison Barber, a sophomore from
vidual performances.
Penn St. achieved first place with a
On the vault UNH junior Lori 9.65. Penn St.'s final score was
Brady received first place with a 189.lSwhile UNHfinished up with
scoreof9.8, while second wentto 186.8. Allison Barber had the top
April Polito of Penn St. While all-around score of 38.1 as Lori
Penn St. scored 47.5, UNH' 47 .45 Brady finished second witha37.65.
was a new school record for a
Goodspeed said, "Penn St.'s
team total. Goodspeed was final score used to be at least 5 to 10
"pleased with how strong the points higher than ours, but now
team was on the-vault and espe- the gap is closing. Penn St. and
cially the work of Brady."
UNH are ·probably two of the
The Wildcats were success- strongest teams in the Northeast.
ful with their difficult routines on Thismeetonlyshowstheteam what
the bars. Lori Brady and fresh- work they have cut out for them
man Karen Olsson tied for first, before April 6 and the Regionals."
each receiving a 9 .6 as third place
Speaking of the Regionals,
went to teammate Amy Dowd.
ticket sales begin March 1 and
Penn St. dominated the bal- should sell out early.
ance beam routines, earning the
The UNH Wildcats will be
top three places. Penn St. earned traveling to Northeastern tomora 47 .75 on the beam beating UNH row night for their next meet and
by 2.25 points. "We lost it on the return home on Saturday to face
beam. UNH was definitely in- Vermont at 7 pm.

s

Despite outstanding individual performances, the Wildcat gymnastics team fell to Penn State by a slim
margin on Saturday night. (John Corner photo)
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After 3 years and 4
days, 32 games, a failed
guaranteed win and
national attention ...

,.

IT'S

LO

By Rob Henderson

Sports Staff Reporter
The crusade is finally over.
Last night the Wildcats broke
their 32-game home losing streak,
finally putting the NCAA record
to rest. The 'Cats turned up the
juice in the second half, shooting
a blistering 66.7% to romp over
the Crusaders of Holy Cross, 7256.
Over 560 fans were at Lundholm Gymnasium last night to
witness history in the making.
They were treated to a thriller of
a game full of long-range three
pointers from freshman Tommy
MacDonald, who nailed 4 of his 7
treys. However, the crowd really
exploded when freshman Shaft
Lewis went strong to the hoop for
several monster slam dunks.
This was the first time this
year the Wildcats shot over 50%
from the field and it couldn't have
come at a better time.
"We played as a team which
was one of our goals before the
game," a fatigued, yet excited Eric
Thielen said. "We played good,
hard defense. We played our
hearts out tonight."
The Wildcats came out of the
blocks a little slow but managed THE STREAK is over; here's the proof, UNH 72-Holy Cross 56 (Tim Rounds photo)
to settle down as the game progressed. Their largest deficit for executed and we
That was until
the entire game was a mere two got good shots."
things started
points, which came just minutes
UNH
and
to heat up for
into the first half and once again Holy Cross came
the clawing
in the second half. The 'Cats soon out of half time and
'Cats.
settled down and started to exe- proceeded to trade
With
cute the way a winning team baskets. The Cru7:30 left in the
executes.
saders matched
contest, fresh"Things just went our way their biggest lead of
man Lewis retonight," a jubilant Jim Boylan the game at two
ceived a nice
said. "We played with a certain points after Earl
pflSS from
confidence and the level of confi- Weedon
was
guard Bryant
dence seemed to grow as the game fouled after makDavis and·
progressed. It was nice to see our ing a layup. The
slammed it
guys kept their composure at the foul shot put them
h o m e .
end of the game."
up 30-28.
MacDonald
The Wildcats had an eight
The Wildcats
then followed
point lead with about nine min- were tied with
Lewis' stuff
utes left in the first half. But the Holy Cross at 33
with a deep
Crusaders wouldn't quit. They all with just under
three point
kept playing hard and widdled 15 minutes left to
shot to put the
the lead to only one point at the play. Manor put
Wild~ats up
break with the 'Cats on top, 24- . the 'Cats up 35-33
by 10. Lewis
23.
with a pretty
gave the team
But they would not let this scoop shot in the
their biggest
one slip away as they had done lane. They would
lead of the
several times earlier in the seanever
look
back.
W'ld
f
.
.
game
(18
1
The Crusadcat ans cut down the net last mght. (Tim Rounds photo)
son.
points) with
"We played real well toers kept fighting, however, and stayed well within reach of UNH. another one of his monster dunks
night," Pat Manor said. "We

'•
with just over one minute to play.
With just seconds left in game,
Boylan received a little shocker
from one of the excited fans. The
fan fetched the Gatorade container
and dumped it over the coach as a
sign of victory.
"It was cold," exclaimed
Boylan. "Now I know how Bill
Parcells feels."
The 'Cats played excellent
defense throughout the entire
game. They held the Crusaders to
a measly 30.6% from the field and
shot 54.8% themselves.
"I've been waiting too long
for this. It feels good to be on the
other side," Thielen said. 'Thisjust proves that dreams do come
true if you don't let them escape.
This is a dream to me. I'll savor
this for the rest of my life."
And just to be sure that he
does savor this historic victory for
the rest of his life, Thielen made
sure to get a little momento. Thielen, the only player on the current
team to taste the thrill of victory at
home before last night, got the net
off of one of the baskets as a souvenir.
"I'm going to hang it up in
my apartment, right above my
bed," Thielen said.
Freshman MacDonald led the
team with 20 points. Bryant Davis
had a season high 12, while Bob
Cummins poured in 11. Thielen,
Manor and Lewis each chipped in
9, while Thielen pulled down 11
caroms.
"We've been waiting a real
long time for this," a smiling
Manor said. "It just feels good."
The Crusaders were led by
Jim Nairus who had 19 points.
Earl Weedon pumped in 14 while
Frank Bowell chipped in 11. The
Crusaders, who had victoriesover
Boston and Providence Colleges,
fell to 13-10 while the Wildcats
move to 3-19.
The 'Cats travel north to Burlington, Vt. to face a very tough
University of Vermont team on
Wednesday then travel south to
face Boston University on Saturday.
They then come back to continue the new winning streak and
play one of their last two home
games on February 23, a rematch
against the Huskies of Northeastern at the now friendly confines of
Lundholm Gymnasium.

